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1. About This Document:
This document is intended to be a starting point for building a project in
CMS Encore Pro (Encore).

1.1 About CMS Encore Pro:
CMS Encore Pro is desktop content management system that allows you to
create, manage and publish your website, by allowing you to create your own
templates or import existing html code.

1.2 Features:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unique and flexible Channel based architecture.
WYSIWYG HTML Editor for adding content. Also includes a syntax
highlighted editor for adding HTML content manually.
Content can have multiple pages of sub-content, so that long articles
can be broken down and even edited by different users but still form
part of the same article, and thus easily managed as a whole or
individually.
Easily add Images/Media to content. Unlike some other CMS tools, the
images and media can be kept local to the content so that other users
cannot inadvertently change or delete it or even see it if they are not
allowed to view the content.
Includes re-usable HTML components & packages. More components and
packages can be downloaded from our website or from third-party
developers. Components can encapsulate complex html & javascript (as
well as PHP or ASP script if so designed) and allows for rapid website
development with a professional look in a fraction of the time that it
would take with other CMS tools.
Advanced Template Editor/IDE with full-featured scripting capabilities
for creating advanced templates and components. The editor also includes
code completion and code parameters for scripting and components. Also
allows for setting component/template properties via an integrated
object/component inspector.
Supports the creating of custom component packages. *
Support for Image Templates which can generate dynamic images.
Integrated design-time HTML Preview to immediately see how a page will
look while busy designing without having to necessarily perform a full
website publish. Allows for rapid and intuitive template design &
debugging.
Easily add your own custom properties to page templates which in-turn
allows capturing additional custom fields/properties for content.
Built-in Image Editor with features such as cropping, auto-thumbnailing,
grey-scaling, resizing, brightness adjustment, color adjustment and host
of other imaging features.
Built-in Button Designer for easily creating basic buttons & web
banners.
Built-in FTP engine for uploading content to your website.
Multi-user system, with configurable user-rights.
Supports multiple database systems such as MSAccess, MySQL, InterBase,
etc. *
Multiple output targets, such as WebSite, WAP, Intranet, etc. by
seamlessly supporting parallel templates.
Support for the creation of multi-lingual sites. *
Create Microsoft Windows HTML Help files from a website design. *
Many more advanced features...

* (dependent on the Edition of CMS Encore Pro)
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2. Installing CMS Encore Pro:
To install Encore, run the setup file that came with your installation.

2.1 Minimum System Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Pentium-class computer, preferably a Pentium III 500 Mhz (or
higher). Best performance with a Pentium IV (or higher) class
machine (or an equivalent such as AMD Athlon).
Microsoft Windows 98/Me or Microsoft Windows 2000/XP (recommended) or
higher.
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher required for WYSIWYG
editing capability. A website generated with Encore can however be
viewed with any browser.
Preferably at least 128 MB of main memory (256 MB or higher
recommended).
At least 40 MB of free hard-drive space.
A screen capable of displaying High Color (16 bits) or more at a
minimum resolution of 800x600 (1024x768 or higher recommended).

NOTE: The latest Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC) might
also need to be installed (version 2.8 or higher is required),
if the application seems to have problems connecting to the
database or during updating content & templates.
The latest version can be downloaded from the Microsoft website
at: http://www.microsoft.com
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2.2 Included in this Distribution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

CMS Encore Pro executable, and related files.
CMS Encore Pro Help File.
Spell Check Dictionaries for various languages.
Various PDF Documentation, such as this document.
Various Themes and Packages.
Blank sample database, to get started (CMS Encore Pro (new)
(Access)).
A full advanced demonstration database implemented as a motoring
portal (Bobs Auto World). The sample database is used for
demonstration purposes in our online flash video tutorials and can be
used to test the functionality of Encore.
These tutorials can be viewed/downloaded from our website at
http://www.biitsoft.com.
A sample components demonstration database (EncoreComponentsSample)
implementing some of the component examples from our website/forum.
Blank sample MySQL database 'encore db (mysql).zip' database in the
Databases sub-folder. Please unzip to your MySQL data installation
folder. Please set up an ODBC alias to point to this database.
Also see the FAQ section on command-line parameters in the helpfile.
* This only applies to the Standard Edition of Encore, or higher.
Windows HTML Help File compiler, for creating HTML Help files using
Encore as a dedicated Help Authoring tool, or for creating a help
file from your website design.
* This only applies to the Standard Edition of Encore, or higher.
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3. Logging into CMS Encore Pro:
To login to Encore, start the Encore EXE or shortcut. You will then be
presented with a login dialog.
If you are logging into a MS Access or InterBase database, then you will
get a drop down list of all the project databases in your database folder.
Your database folder is located in a folder called "Databases" in your
Encore installation folder.
You can however also use the "browse" button to locate a project database.
For MySQL, SQL Server and Oracle databases, you will have to create a
shortcut and ODBC alias to each project database. In this case the browse
button is hidden, and the drop down list of databases is disabled.
Once you have selected your project database, type in your User Name and
Password.
The default user name is "admin", password "admin". Once in Encore you can
change add/edit/delete user rights.

http://www.biitsoft.com/index.htm
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4. Using the Sample Databases:
Getting started with Encore is easy. To get your feet wet, login to either
of the following three sample databases.

4.1 The Blank, Sample Database:
Start Encore with the sample, blank database.

Login in with:
user name: admin
password: admin
For an alternate user login use:
user name: jbloggs
password: joe
(this user only has content editing rights)
The sample project which will allow you to explore the functionality of
Encore. Please feel free to experiment.
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4.2 The Advanced Sample Database (Bobs Auto World):
Start Encore with the "Bobs Auto World" database.

Login in with:
user name: admin
password: admin
For an alternate user login use:
user name: bob
password: bob
(this user only has content editing rights)
Once you have logged in, you can also try CMS Encore Pro's LiveEdit
features by clicking on the 'Home' channel and click the 'Channel Template
Properties / LiveEdit' button on the toolbar.
This will activate the Properties dialog allowing you to add new content or
configure the TopStories on the Home page in an intuitive WYSIWYG manner.
This is a fully functional website project which demonstrates the advanced
features of Encore.
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4.3 The Encore Components Sample Database:
Start Encore with the "Encore Components Sample" database.

Login in with:
user name: admin
password: admin
This sample database highlights some of the component demonstrations that
you will find on our website/forums. To see these components working,
publish this project and use the navigation of the generated output.
Feel free to experiment with these components and to include them in your
own projects.
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5. The User Interface:
Once you have logged into Encore, you will be presented with the user
interface (UI). Lets take a few moments to review the UI.

Encore works like most Windows applications, in that the interface can be
operated via the menu, toolbar and a combination of left and right mouse
clicks.
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5.1 The Information Windows:
Encore consists of windows and toolbars that work together to power the
application.

5.1.1 The Main Tree:
The "Main Tree" is situated on the left most corner of the display window.
It functions as a tree with branches and nodes. It displays information
such as channels(folders), content(articles), global images/media items,
templates, components and user information.
The Channels Node

The Content Node

The Images/Media Node

The Channels Node: Displays all of the channels for your project,
Sub-channels can be added up to any level.
The Content Node: Displays all of the content(articles) for your channels,
ordered by content group. Clicking on a content(article) item will display
a preview in the "Preview" window, and double-clicking will open the
content(article) for editing.
The Images/Media Node: Displays all global images/media.

http://www.biitsoft.com/index.htm
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The Page Templates Node

The Image Templates
Node

The General Templates
Node

The Page Templates Node: Displays all of the "Page" level templates. These
are the templates that define the structure of pages. They are assigned to
channels for Index(MainPage), Summary(DetailPage) and SubContent pages.
The Image Templates Node: Displays all Image Templates. Clicking on an
image template will display a preview of the image template in the
"Preview" window.
The General Templates Node: Displays all general, i.e. all non page-level
templates. These templates are typically code snippets, e.g. menu code that
get used over and over again on other templates.
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The Components Node

The Users Node

The Components Node: Displays all components and themes installed for this
project. Clicking on a component will display a preview of the component in
the "Preview" window.
The Users Node: Displays all the users setup for this project.
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5.1.2 The Right-click Menu's:
When right-clicking any of the items in the main tree, you will be
presented with a number of options:

Open: Opens the associated item.
New: Creates a new item of the associated type.
Insert: Inserts a new item of the associated type.
Delete: Deletes the associated item.
Rename: Allows you to rename the associated item.
Global Reference Name: Lets you copy the global
reference name to the clipboard for the associated
item in a format you can select.
Arrange: Allows you to arrange the order of the
associated item.
Visibility: Lets you hide or disable the
associated item.
Other: Access to some miscellaneous functions.
Properties: Allows you to view any properties of
the associated item.

New Content (Article): Allows you to create a new content(article) item if
the associated item is a channel(folder).
New Channel (Folder): Allows you to create a sub-channel if the associated
item is a channel(folder).
New Channel+Content: Allows you to create a sub-channel if the associated
item is a channel(folder), it also creates an content(article) item for the
new channel(folder), and assigns the content(article) as the index page for
the new channel(folder).
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New Template: Allows you to create a new template using the "New Item"
wizard dialog.
New Image/Media: Allows you to create a new image/media item. Possible
items are "Bitmap", "JPEG", "GIF" and "PNG". The new image/media item will
be added to the global "Images/Media" node in the main tree.
New HTML File(.htm): Allows you to create a new html file with extension
".htm". The new .htm file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node
in the main tree. The default HTML extension, such as ".htm", ".html", etc.
can be changed in the Project Properties dialog.
New CSS Stylesheet(.css): Allows you to create a new stylesheet file with
extension ".css". The new .css file will be added to the global
"Images/Media" node in the main tree.
New JavaSscript File: Allows you to create a new javascript file with
extension ".js". The new .js file will be added to the global
"Images/Media" node in the main tree.
Other|New XML File: Allows you to create a new XML file with extension
".xml". The new .xml file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node
in the main tree.
Other|New Text File: Allows you to create a new text file with extension
".txt". The new .txt file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node
in the main tree.
Other|New PHP File: Allows you to create a new PHP file with extension
".php". The new .php file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node
in the main tree.
Other|New ASP File: Allows you to create a new ASP file with extension
".asp". The new .asp file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node
in the main tree.
Other|New JSP File: Allows you to create a new JSP file with extension
".jsp". The new .jsp file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node
in the main tree.

Insert Image(s): Opens an image browse dialog and lets you insert multiple
images. The new images file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node
in the main tree.
Insert Web Document(s): Opens a browse dialog and lets you insert multiple
web documents. The new documents file will be added to the global
"Images/Media" node in the main tree.
http://www.biitsoft.com/index.htm
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Insert File(s): Opens a file browse dialog and lets you insert multiple
files. The new files will be added to the global "Images/Media" node in the
main tree.
Insert HTML File: Opens a browse dialog and lets you a HTML file. The new
html file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node in the main tree.
Insert CSS Stylesheet: Opens a browse dialog and lets you insert a css
stylesheet file. The new file will be added to the global "Images/Media"
node in the main tree.
Insert JavaScript File: Opens a browse dialog and lets you insert a
javascript file. The new file will be added to the global "Images/Media"
node in the main tree.
Insert Flash File: Opens a browse dialog and lets you insert a flash file.
The new file will be added to the global "Images/Media" node in the main
tree.

Copy: Copies the global reference name of the associated item to the
clipboard.
Copy Other: Copies the global reference name in different formats so that
it becomes easy to use the link the global reference name.
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Move Left: Moves the associated item one branch to the left in the tree.
Useful for repositioning channels(folders).
Move Right: Moves the associated item one branch to the right in the tree.
Useful for repositioning channels(folders).
Move Up: Moves the associated item one node up in the tree. Useful for
reordering channels(folders) and content(articles).
Move Down: Moves the associated item one node down in the tree. Useful for
reordering channels(folders) and content(articles).

Hidden: Makes the associated item hidden. For channels(folders) it is
especially useful, because you can still add content for the channel, but
the channel will not be included in any navigation structures. The item
will appear teal in color.
Disabled: The associated item will be disabled but not deleted, and will
not be returned in any query routines. Useful for temporarily disabling
content(articles) and channels(folders). Item will appear grayed out.
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5.1.3 The Display Summary Panel:
This panel is visible on the top right of the display. This panel is only
visible if you have clicked on a channel(folder) in the main tree.
The panel contains the information contained within channels(folders) such
as: content(articles), images/media, templates and users. It displays this
information via tabs on the panel.
5.1.3.1 The Content Tab:

The content tab displays all of the content(articles) for a
channel(folder). Clicking on any of articles will show a preview of the
article in the "Preview" window. Double-clicking any of the articles will
open the article for editing.
5.1.3.2 The Images/Media Tab:

The images/media tab displays all of the images/media assigned to the
selected channel. Double-clicking the image/media item will open it for
editing.
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5.1.3.3 The Templates Tab:

The templates tab shows all of the page-level templates used by the
selected channel. Clicking the template will show a preview of the selected
channel with the template applied in the "Preview" window.
5.1.3.4 The Users Tab:

The users tab shows all of the users who have editing rights to this
channel(folder). Double-clicking on the user, will open the user's details
for editing, providing the logged in user has user-editing rights.
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5.1.4 The Other Resources Panel:
The Other Resources panel lists all images/media/files in the
"Images/Media" node of the main tree that have their channel assigned to
the selected channel.
The other resources panel is located under the display summary panel, and
if the selected channel has no images/media items assigned to it, then the
panel will not display.
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5.1.5 The Preview Window:
The preview window provides a WYSIWYG way to preview channels(folders),
content(articles), templates, image templates, components etc.
It is located at the bottom right of the main display.
It is an in-app browser that shows you exactly what your selected item is
going to look like when published.
It also has a handy button that lets you "refresh" any images as you
preview your pages.
The preview window is a very powerful and useful addition to Encore,
because designing web projects is all about visual feedback.
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5.1.6 The Output Window:
The output window provides a WYSIWYG view of the generated output when
publishing locally.
It contains a tree which shows what files will be generated as well as an
in-app browser which shows what your website will look like when published.

Tip: You can double-click the gray Title Bar in the Output Window to
show/hide the Output Tree, which will also increase the size of the
preview.
The Output Window also has several sub-windows which can be used to show
additional information of the current displayed page, including showing all
links, styles and images used. To display any of the sub-windows click the
"Show Links", "Show Styles" or "Show Images" checkboxes at the bottom of
the window. Clicking these checkboxes again while the sub-window is visible
will hide the sub-window.
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5.1.6.1 The "Show Links" Window:

Displays all links used on the current page.

5.1.6.2 The "Show Styles" Window:

Displays all styles used on the current page.

5.1.6.3 The "Show Images" Window:

Displays all images used on the current page. Also displays image
dimensions, size in kilobytes, and total size of all images.

http://www.biitsoft.com/index.htm
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5.2 The Encore Toolbar:

- Login button:
Allows you to login to an existing Encore project.
Corresponding menu command: "File|Login..."

- Refresh Tree button:
Refreshes the main tree, all tree nodes will be closed and the
information in the tree will be updated.
Corresponding menu command: "File|Refresh Tree"

- Edit Project/Properties:
Opens the Edit Project dialog where you can change project settings, such
as the project name, etc.
Corresponding menu command: "Edit|Edit Project..."

- Add User:
Opens the "Add User" dialog which lets you add a user to the project, and
assign their login details and access rights.
Corresponding menu command: "Edit|Add User..."

- Add Channel:
Adds a new channel as a sub-channel of the current channel. This button
is only enabled when a channel in the main tree has focus.
Corresponding menu command: "Edit|Add Channel..."

- Add Template:
Opens the "New Items" dialog, and lets you select what kind of template
you wish to add.
Corresponding menu command: "Edit|Add Template..."

- Add Images/Media:
Opens the "Add Media" dialog and allows you to browse for and configure
an image/media item.
Corresponding menu command: "Edit|Add Images/Media..."

- Add Content:
Opens the "Add Content" dialog which allows you to add an
article(content) to the currently selected channel (folder).
This button is only enabled when a channel in the main tree has focus.
Corresponding menu command: "Edit|Add Content..."

- Edit Content:
Lets you edit the currently selected article. This button
is only enabled when an article in the "Content" tab of the display
summary has focus.
Corresponding menu command: "Edit|Edit Content..."
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- Delete Content:
Lets you delete the currently selected article. This button
is only enabled when an article in the "Content" tab of the display
summary has focus.
Corresponding menu command: "Edit|Delete Content..."

- Search Dialog:
Opens the "Search" dialog allowing you to search for content,
images/media, templates, etc.
Corresponding menu command: "Tools|Search..."

- Edit Channel/Template Properties / LiveEdit:
Opens the "Edit Channel Properties" dialog where can modify channel
properties and modify your page using "LiveEdit".
Corresponding menu command: None
Hotkey: F8

- Publish to File (Full):
Does a full publish of your project to your locally assigned publish
location.
Corresponding menu command: "Publish|Publish to file (Full)..."
Hotkey: Shift+F9

- Publish to File (Incremental):
Does an incremental publish of your project, to you locally assigned
publish location. Only the items that have changed or have been added
since the last publish, will be published.
Corresponding menu command: "Publish|Publish to File (Incremental)..."
Hotkey: F9

- Publish:
Does a publish of your project where you have the option of doing an FTP
transfer to make your project changes "live".
Corresponding menu command: "Publish|Publish"
Hotkey: Ctrl+Shift+F9

- Preview Output/Show Generated Help File:
Allows you to preview your project in your default web browser. If you
are creating a help file project, this button allows you to view the help
file.
Corresponding menu command: "Publish|Preview with Browser..."

- Help:
Opens the Encore help file.
Corresponding menu command: "Help|Contents..."
Hotkey: F1

- Exit:
Closes Encore.
Corresponding menu command: "File|Exit"
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5.3 The Images/Media Panel:
The Images/Media panel is an integral component in the Encore interface.
It can be found when editing templates, content and your project settings.
The Images/Media panel is a storage location for images/media, components,
variables/properties, html tags and the object inspector. These items can
then be dragged and dropped into your source code or modified.
The Images/Media panel can be accessed by clicking on the "Images/Media
Panel" button when editing a template or content. This button can be found
on the "Details" tab of those dialogs.

5.3.1 The Images/Media Panel Toolbar:

The Images/Media panel contains a number of sub-sections, which can be
accessed via the Images/Media panel toolbar.
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5.3.2 The Images/Media Section:

The Images/Media section of the Images/Media panel lists all of the images
associated with the current template or article.
Using the right-click menu's, you can add images/media to the Images/Media
panel.

5.3.3 The "Dependent Channels", "Related Content" Section:
At the bottom of the Images/Media panel you will see either a "Dependent
Channels" box or a "Related Content" box.
If you are editing a page template then the "Dependent Channels" box will
be displayed, showing you all of the channels that use this templates.
If you are editing content(articles), then the "Related Content" box will
be displayed, showing you all of the articles related to the current
article. For more information about related content, see
Chapter 15.6: Asssigning Related Content (Articles).
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6. Creating a New Project:
To create a new project, follow the following steps:

6.1 For MS Access and InterBase Projects:
•

Copy an existing database project and rename the copy to your new
project.
OR

•

Click on the "Create New Project" button on the login dialog.

OR
•

Click on "File|Create New Project…" in Encore.
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6.2 For MySQL Projects:
For MySQL projects, read the following document:
"Configuring CMS Encore Pro for MySQL.pdf" which should have been installed
with your Encore installation, or click the following link:
http://www.biitsoft.com/documentation/index.htm

6.3 Selecting a Theme:
When you create a new project, Encore will give you the option of creating
your new project using a theme.

When you click on different themes, a short description and a screenshot of
the theme will be displayed on the right hand side.
To select a theme, click the "OK" button.
The following themes are installed with Encore:
• Blank Project
• Citrus
• Gilla Two
• Industrial
• Purple Haze
• Sinorca 2
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7. User Management:
Assigning user rights in Encore allows you to specify user access
permissions as well as content roles. Encore allows you to add as many
users as you have licenses for.

7.1 Creating a New User:

The list of current users can be seen under the "Users" node of the main
tree.
To add a user click "Edit|Add User". This will open the "Add user" dialog
where user information can be entered.
To edit a user, either double click the user name in the main tree or right
click the user and select "Open". This will launch the "Edit User" dialog
where user information can be edited.
User information can be entered as follows:
Login Information:
• Login name, Password
User Information:
• Surname, Initials, First Name, Title, Description, Email address
User Permissions:
• Admin rights, Channel access, Content rights
General:
• Group, Administrator, Disabled
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7.2 Configuring User Permissions:
As discussed above, user permissions can be divided into sub-sections.

7.2.1 Login Information:
•
•
•

Login Name: Any alphanumeric group of characters. This is the name
the user will use to login into to Encore.
Password: Any alphanumeric group of characters. This is the password
the user will use to login into Encore. The password field can be
blank.
Confirm Password: A confirmation of the password entered. This must
be exactly the same as the password entered in the Password field.

7.2.2 User Information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name: The surname of the user.
Initials: The initials of the user.
First Name: The first name of the user.
Title: The title of the user, i.e. Mr., Miss, etc.
Description: A short description of who this user is.
Email: A valid email address for this user.

7.2.3 User Permissions:
•

Admin Rights: Allow you to set specific admin rights for a user. This
will allow full control in the area in which the admin right was
granted. The following admin rights can be assigned:
o Project: The user can edit project settings, e.g. output
paths.
o Channels: The user can add/edit/delete channels and channel
settings.
o Templates: The user can add/edit/delete templates and template
settings.
o Media: The user can add/edit/delete media, e.g. images
o Content: The user can add/edit/delete content.

•

Channel Access: With this you can assign specific channel access to a
user. For example, you may have a content sports editor that should
only have access to the "Sports" channels in the site. You can then
assign user access rights to only these channels.
Note: By leaving this field blank Encore will by default assign a
user rights to all channels.
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•

Content Rights: Specific content editing permissions can also be set
for a user, they include:
o Add: The user can add content
o Edit: The user can edit content
o Delete: The user can delete content
o View/Browse: The user can view content.

7.2.4 General:
•
•
•

Group: Align this user to a group of users.
Administrator: This flag specifies if this user has full
administrator privileges.
Disabled: Checking this option will disable (but not delete) the user
from the project.

Having configured the permission structure, when the user now logs in they
will see a channel access structure that conforms to their assigned
permissions.
Note in the screenshot below the fewer items in the tree and toolbar as the
user does not have rights to the administrator features.

7.3 Deleting a User:
To delete a user, click on a user in the main tree, and then click
"Edit|Delete User".
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8. Configuring Project Properties:
Project/Global properties are what define the layout of your website. The
properties are "global" variables that tell Encore where to publish the
project, site name, image paths, etc.
To set project properties, either click "Edit|Edit Project" on the menu or
click the "Edit Project/Properties" button on the toolbar.
The project properties window contains numerous tabs allowing you to
set/add project property values. Read on for a description of what each tab
contains.

8.1 The Details Tab:

Name: The name for the project.
Description: A short description of the project.
Path: The path where your project will be saved/published to. In general
this should be the same as the path defined on the "Home" channel.
Long Description: An optional long description of your project.
Channel/Start Page: Assign a starting channel(folder) for your project.
The index page of this channel will be the start page for the project.
Creation Date: The date the project was created.
Group: An optional field indicating what group the project belongs to.
Owner: The person who "owns" the project. You can select from a list
of defined users.
Last Modified: Displays the date the project was last modified.
Expand Templates on Preview: If checked then all template code will be
evaluated and displayed in any preview window.
(No Images/Media attached): This will be displayed if the project has no
images/media attached to it. Images/Media can be attached to the project
via the "Images/Media" tab of the project property window.
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8.2 The Settings Tab:

Site Information:
Site Name: The site name for the project
Page Title: The default title for the web pages in this project.
Company Name: Your company name (or project name).
Company Slogan: A byline for your company.
Copyright Years: Copyright information for your company.
Contact Email: An email address for your company.
Company Logo Image: A path/global reference name to a default logo.
Default Image Thumbnail Settings:
Copy From Main: Tells Encore to create a thumbnail from the main or parent
image.
AutoCalc Proportional Resize Height: Proportionally create thumbnail
dimensions.
GrayScale: Automatically "grayscale" your thumbnails.
Width: Default thumbnail width.
Height: Default thumbnail height.
Image Border: Automatically create a border around the thumbnail, or assign
the border color.
The above settings are used when the user clicks the "Make Thumbnail"
button on the "Thumbnail" tab in the Image/Media dialog.
Status List: Override the default available statuses of document. This is
used for project workflow management. If this list is blank, then Encore
will use the default (internal) status list.
Default HTML File Extension: The default filename extension to use for the
web pages in your project. For example: ".htm", ".html", etc.
Media Paths: These values allow you to set individual directories for
images associated with these media fields. If you leave these values blank,
then all images/media will be generated in "\media" and content image/media
will be generated in "\cm_pics".
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8.3 The Images/Media Tab:

This tab displays all the images assigned to the project.
Note that this does not include the project global images/media, just the
images specifically assigned to the project via this dialog!
For more information about adding/editing images/media, see:
Chapter 11: Images/Media.
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8.4 The Properties Tab:

The properties tab lists all of the default project property values. Here
you can add/edit/delete properties and property values.
The "Defaults" button resets all properties back to their default values,
while the "Setup" button allows you to add or delete properties as well as
assign default property values.
To learn more about how to add additional property values, see
Chapter 8.7: Adding Additional Project Properties.
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8.5 The Defaults Tab:

This tab allows you to add properties and values for channels, templates,
media, content, languages, targets and users.
These properties then get displayed when you click on the "Project
Defaults" button in these respective dialogs.
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8.6 The Preview Tab:

This tab shows the project preview by displaying the index page for the
project.
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8.7 Adding Additional Project Properties:
Encore allows you to add additional project/global properties. To do this,
click on the "Properties" tab of the project properties form. You will
notice all the current property values being displayed. Click on the
"Setup" button to add more properties.
In the setup dialog, you can add your own properties. Properties can be
called anything and you can control their type as well. For example, you
can create properties that are drop-down lists (pick-lists), color pickers,
font pickers, html text, etc.
In this way, you control the way a user can select the property value. If a
property is of type color then the user will get a pop-up color dialog, if
it's a pick-list, then the user will get a list of items to select from.

To assign a type to a property, simply suffix the property name with
"_type" viz:
PropertyName_text: Show a text memo dialog to enter the property value.
PropertyName_html: Show a html memo dialog to enter the property value.
PropertyName_xml: Show a XML memo dialog to enter the property value.
PropertyName_color: Display a color picker dialog to enter property value.
PropertyName_font: Display a font picker dialog to enter property value.
PropertyName_list: Show a text memo dialog to enter the property value.
PropertyName_memo: Show a text memo dialog to enter the property value.
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PropertyName_content: Display a content selection dialog to enter property
value.
PropertyName_channel: Display a channel selection dialog to enter property
value.
PropertyName_media: Display a media selection dialog to enter property
value.
PropertyName_fontname: Display a font picker in the form of a drop down
list.
PropertyName_filename: Display a file open dialog to enter property value.
PropertyName_imagefile: Display an open picture dialog to enter property
value.
PropertyName_valuelist: Display a value list grid (name/value pair) to
enter property value.
PropertyName_contentlist: Display a content selection list dialog to enter
property value. Allows to enter multiple content items.
PropertyName_channellist: Display a channel selection list dialog to enter
property value. Allows to enter multiple channel items.
PropertyName_medialist: Display a media selection list dialog to enter
property value. Allows to enter multiple media items.
You can also assign a pick list to property names, thereby limiting the
range of values that can be entered for a property. For example you may
want to limit the value of a property to "Y" or "N".
To assign a pick list, add the property name into the "PickLists" control.
Prefix the property name with a "[" and suffix it with "]". Then add the
possible values for the property values one under the other. Separate
different properties with a blank line.
Note: The "PickLists" list must end with "[]".
Read on for an example.
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Here I have added the following properties:
Page Title: A text value that will be used as a default for page titles.
ShowHeader: A "Y", "N" property value. Note that because we have made this
property a picklist, the only values the user can enter will be "Y" or "N".
ShowFooter: A "Y", "N" property value. Note that because we have made this
property a picklist, the only values the user can enter will be "Y" or "N".
ContactEmail: The default contact email address
Default_color: This will assign a color selection dialog to this property.
Default_font: This will assign a font selection dialog to this property.
About_memo: This will assign a text editor area to this property.

When you click "OK", the properties will be added to your project property
list.
Now when assigning a value to any of the fields, the appropriate field-type
selection dialog will appear.

8.8 Using Project Properties in Code:
To use project/global properties in code (eScript) is relatively easy.
Properties can be used in templates by simply dragging and dropping them
into your source code.
Make sure to have the "Variables/Properties" tab selected in your
images/media panel of your template editor. Then expand the "Global
Properties" node of the tree.
You will then see the list of global (project) properties available. To
have one of them display in your template, simply drag and drop one of the
properties into your code.

Note: the syntax for a project/global property is: {%@ProjectPropertyName%}
eg. {%@PageTitle%}.
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9. Defining a Channel List (Folders):
A channel is a storage area for content. Channels can be nested up to any
level. Channels also define the navigational structure for a site.
For example a site structure could look like:
Home
News
----Domestic
----Foreign
--------Europe
--------Asia
Sport
----Football
----Baseball
Weather
About Us
Each of these items represent a channel(folder) that can be mapped in
Encore. Channels(folders) can have an unlimited number of sub-channels.
The completed list of channels would then look like this:

Channel structures can be as simple or as complicated depending on your
requirements. For simplicity lets look at how to add channels to the "Bob's
Autoworld" project sample database.
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9.1 Adding/Editing Channels:
When you create a new project, Encore creates a channel called "Home". This
is the base channel for your project. Although "Home" can be renamed, you
cannot add channels at the same level as "Home".
To add a channel, select the channel in the tree that should be the parent
of the new channel, then either right-click and select
"New|New Channel(Folder)" or "New|New Channel+Content" or click "Edit|Add
Channel" from the menu.

Note: The difference between "New|New Channel(Folder)" and
"New|New Channel+Content" is that the latter will create the channel plus
an index page, and then assign the index page to the new channel.
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You will then be presented with the "Add Channel" dialog. Here you set the
properties of your channel as follows:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name: The name of your channel, can be any alphanumeric combination.
Short Name: An optional short-name for your channel.
Parent Channel: This is the parent channel(folder) for this channel.
This value is automatically entered when you create a channel, but
you can change it by clicking on the ellipsis button next to the
Parent Channel.
Description: An optional brief description of your channel.
Level: This indicates the branch-level of the channel in the tree,
and is filled in automatically when you create the channel. This
value is read-only.
Display Order: This indicates where the channel is vertically within
its branch in the tree. This value is assigned automatically, but
can also be modified.
Path: The path, relative to your project path where the channel will
be stored. This field is built up from your channel name and is
read-only, if "Hide Advanced Settings" is checked in the main menu.
Relative Path: If checked this channel will be created using
relative pathing.
Is Site Start: If checked then this channel (and its index page)
form the home page for the website.
Page Templates: These templates define your index and detail pages
for your channel. See Chapter 10: Adding Page Templates.
o Main/Index: This is the page template that defines how the
index page of this channel will look.
The page name for the index page is derived as follows: If no
index page is specified, then and index page will be created
using this filename. Note the extension is from the default
project filename extension property.
o Detail: This is the page template that defines how the
detail(story) page of this channel will look.
The page name for the story pages is derived from the
content_id for the article(story). In future editions of
Encore you will be able to assign rules for the naming of
detail pages.
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o

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SubContent: This is the page template that defines how subcontent pages will look for this channel.
Long Description: An optional long description for the channel.
Template Override: If checked then the user can override the
template assigned to a particular content(article) individually on
the Add/Edit Content dialog.
Images/Media panel: If you click this button then the "Images/Media"
panel for this channel will be displayed.
Main/Index Content: Here you can assign an index page for your
channel. This option becomes more obvious once you have added
content for your channel, see Chapter 15: Adding Content(Articles).
Creation Date: Gets filled in automatically by Encore as the date
the channel was created.
Group: Lets you add this channel to a certain group, allowing you to
search for certain groups of channels using eScript.
Moderator: Assigns the administrator for this channel, default is
"admin". This drop-down list lets you select between different
users.
Keywords: Let’s you add keywords for this channel. The keywords can
then be retrieved via eScript and added to the meta tag for the
pages belonging to this channel.
Status: For future use as workflow management.
Disabled: Setting this value will disable this channel, removing it
from the navigation menu as well as all content "owned" by this
channel.

Tip: You can use the "Disabled" flag to your advantage. When publishing
your project, this channel will not be included in your navigational
structure, so this is a handy way to hide entire sections of your website.
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9.2 Moving Channels:
Channels can easily be moved around in the main tree to become parents,
siblings or children of other channels.
•

To move a channel up: Click on a channel in the main tree and press
CTRL+SHIFT+UP to move the channel up. Alternatively, you can rightclick on a channel and select "Arrange|Move Up".

•

To move a channel down: Click on a channel in the main tree and press
CTRL+SHIFT+DOWN to move the channel down. Alternatively, you can
right-click on a channel and select "Arrange|Move Down".

•

To move a channel left: Click on a channel in the main tree and press
CTRL+SHIFT+LEFT to move the channel left. Alternatively, you can
right-click on a channel and select "Arrange|Move Left".

•

To move a channel right: Click on a channel in the main tree and
press CTRL+SHIFT+RIGHT to move the channel right. Alternatively, you
can right-click on a channel and select "Arrange|Move Right".
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10. Searching for Items in Encore:
The search functionality in Encore allows you to search for Articles,
Images/Media, Templates.
Each of these search functions also allows you to filter by title, keywords
etc.
There are numerous ways to invoke the search dialog. One method is by
clicking the "Search" button on the toolbar, or by clicking "Tools" in the
main menu.

10.1 The Anatomy of the Search Dialog:

- Search Type Tabs: The search dialog is made up of three tabs: "Content",
"Images/Media" and "Templates". Each tab will allow you to search for
that type of entry in the database.
- Search: This is where you enter your search phrase. If blank, then
everything will be returned.
- Criteria: Used in conjunction with the "Search" phrase, you can search
for fields that match this value. For the different search tabs, the
criteria will differ
- Search button: This will execute the search.
- Results Window: This is where the results of the search will be
displayed. Once again the fields displayed here will be different on each
search tab.
- Copy Global Reference Name: When you click this, the unique identifier
for this item will be copied to the clipboard. eg: "ECMS_LINK_025" or
"ECMS_LINK_M04". These unique identifiers can then be used to build up a
link, eg: <link href="ECMS_LINK_M04" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />
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10.2 Searching for Content (Articles):

When searching for content(articles), you can search by: "Keywords",
"Title", "Description", "Content", "Properties" and "Owner/Author". Then
any article with a matching word in the search phrase will be located.
If you leave the search phrase blank, then all articles will be returned.
The search results include the "Title", "Channel", "Status", "Last Modified
Date", "Last Modified By", "Owner/Author" and "Created Date" fields for an
article.
Double-clicking an article in the results window will open the article for
editing. The "Global Reference Name" will copy the unique name for the
article such as "ECMS_LINK_025" to the clipboard which can be used as a
link to the article, eg:
<a href="ECMS_LINK_025">BMW vs Mercedes</a>
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10.3 Searching for Images/Media:

When searching for Images/Media, you can search by: "Name", "Media Type",
"Description", "Properties" and "Owner/Author". Then any image/media item
matching the search parameters will be returned.
If you leave the search phrase blank, then all image/media items will be
returned.
The search results include the "Name", "Channel", "Size", "Media Type",
"Group", "Path", "Last Modified Date", "Last Modified By", "Owner/Author"
and "Created Date" fields for the image/media items.
Double-clicking an image/media item in the results window will open the
image/media item for editing. The "Global Reference Name" will copy the
unique name for the image/media item such as "ECMS_LINK_M04" to the
clipboard which can be used to be a link to the item, eg:
<link href="ECMS_LINK_M04" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />
<img src="ECMS_LINK_M024" width="460" height="26" />
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10.4 Searching for Templates:

When searching for Templates, you can search by: "Name", "Description",
"Template Source", "Properties" and "Owner/Author". Then any template item
matching the search parameters will be returned.
If you leave the search phrase blank, then all templates will be returned.
The search results include the "Name", "Channel", "Group", "Last Modified
Date", "Last Modified By", "Owner/Author" and "Created Date" fields for the
template items.
Double-clicking an template item in the results window will open the
template item for editing.
The "Global Reference Name" has no meaning in this context, but if you wish
to reference a template or component in your code then you can use the
<ESP> tag together with the name of the template/component, eg:
<esp:Navigation_Menu />
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10.5 Inserting Images/Media/Links using the Search
Dialog:
Often when editing content(articles) or templates, you may wish to insert
links to other content, or images/media. You can accomplish this by
clicking on the "Insert Hyperlink" or "Insert Image" buttons on the
toolbar.

10.5.1 Inserting Links to Content (Articles):
To make a link to content(articles), highlight a word or phrase in the
content editor and then click on the "Insert Hyperlink" button.

You then get presented with a "Insert Hyperlink" dialog allowing to pick
the type of item you wish to link to:

Note: The text you highlighted("SMG") is displayed as the "Hyperlink Text".
This will be the textual part of the hyperlink.
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Tip: You can also link to "Channels", "Internet Addresses",
"Email Addresses", and a "Custom" links.
When you click "search" you will be presented with the "Search dialog"
where you can then create a search query and select the content(article)
you wish to link to:

Pressing "OK" will then insert the hyperlinked text, as follows:
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10.5.2 Inserting Links to Images/Media:
To add an images/media item, click on the "Insert Image" button.
You can then insert an image/media item directly from disk.
You can also click on the "down" arrow on the "Insert Image" button to
insert an image/media item from the global image/media list.

You can also drag an image from the local images/media panel and drop it
into your article.
For more information, see Chapter 11.1: Global Images/Media.
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11. Images/Media:
In Encore, Images and Media can be added globally or locally to an article,
template or channel. Media items can also be assigned and used by other
media items. For example, a stylesheet can reference an image, and so on.
Other than images, the other types of media that can be used are:
stylesheets, flash objects, video files, audio files etc.
Images/Media can be accessed via the "Images/Media Panel" in articles,
templates and channels. Global Images/Media can be accessed via the
"Images/Media" node on the main tree.

11.1 Global Images/Media:
Global images/media are used for images/media that can be used site-wide
and by all templates and content.
To add images/media to the global list, right-click on the "Images/Media"
node on the main tree and select: "Insert|Insert Image".

You can use global images/media in articles and templates, as follows:
Click on the "Insert Image" drop-down button on the toolbar, then select
"Image/Media from Global List...".
NOTE: If you add an image via the WYSIWYG Editor on the Content tab, it
will insert an image placeholder, else if added via the HTML Editor on the
Details tab this will insert the full image tag into the html source. If
you want to see the image and the page as it will be displayed in the final
output, then click on the Preview tab.
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Then press "Search" on the search dialog and select the image you want
inserted from the global list.

The image will then get inserted in the position you specified. The same
procedure can be used for any images/media file.
You can use the search dialog filter the search results. You can also use
copy the "Global Reference Name" of the image/media by clicking on the
"Copy Global Reference Name" button.
When you click "OK", the global image/media item will be inserted as
follows: <IMG src="ECMS_LINK_Mxx">, where "Mxx" is the global reference
number. e.g. <IMG src="ECMS_LINK_M04">
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11.2 Working with Stylesheets:
To add a stylesheet, right-click on the "Images/Media" node on the main
tree and select: "Insert|Insert CSS StyleSheet...". Then click "Open" on
the "Add Media dialog to browse to your .CSS file. Encore will then add
your stylesheet to the global Images/Media list.

To use your stylesheet in a template, open up your template for editing.
Then click on the "Insert Image" drop-down button on the toolbar, then
select "Image/Media from Global List...". Then press "Search" on the search
dialog.
When you click "OK", the global image/media item will be inserted as
follows: <IMG src="ECMS_LINK_Mxx">, where "Mxx" is the global reference
number. e.g. <IMG src="ECMS_LINK_M05">
Notice that this will output as an image tag, rather a stylesheet link, so
preferably you should copy the global reference number, by using the
"Copy Global Reference Name" button and create a link to your stylesheet,
as follows:
<link href="ECMS_LINK_M05" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />
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11.3 Working with Images/Media (Local):
If you have not yet added any images/media to your article, then the
images/media panel will not be visible. To make it show, click on the
"images/media panel" button.
To add an image/media item, right click on the images/media panel and
select "Add" or "Add (MultiSelect)". MultiSelect allows you to add more
than one image/media item at a time. Also, items can be moved, edited,
deleted, copied and disabled in the images/media panel as well.
To insert an image/media item, you can either drag and drop the item into
your code, or reference the item directly.
To reference an image, add your image tag and then simply drag the image
from the image/media panel into the "src" part of the image tag. In the
example below, the image "Home.jpg" has been dragged into the "src" part of
an image tag.

Tip: Similarly, you can work with local stylesheets in this manner.

Tip: To see a preview of the image and page as it will look in the final
output, click on the Preview tab.
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12. Editing Images:
To edit an image, double click on it in the Images/Media Panel. This opens
the image for editing. Encore supports a variety of image manipulation
features:

12.1 Using the Image Editor:
The image editor has two tabs: "Details" and "Thumbnail".

12.1.1 The "Details" Tab:

Title: The name of the image, defaults to the image filename, but can be
edited.
Media: Type: Defaults to image, but can be modified depending on the type
of media.
Open: Allows you to browse for an image/media item.
Description: A short description about the image.
Clear Image/Media: Clears all the image settings, but does not delete the
image.
Copy From Thumbnail: Copy the contents of the thumbnail into the main
image.
Image Template: Applies the current image template settings to this image.
Button Designer: Opens the button designer.
Alt Text: The alt text for the image
Resize: Allows you to rest the image dimensions (with proportional
constraints).
GrayScale: Applies a gray scale to your image.
Border: Adds a border around your image.
Stretch: If checked, stretches the image to fill the entire display.
Center: If checked, center’s the image in the display.
Proportional: If checked, applies proportional constraints when resizing
the image.
Long Description: A long description for this image.
Creation Date: When this image was created.
Group: The group the image belongs to.
Owner: The owner of this image.
Disabled: If checked, disables this image.
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12.1.2 The "Thumbnail" Tab:

Title: The title/name of the image, copied from the "Details" tab.
Media Type: Defaults to "Image", but can be modified depending on the type
of media.
Open: Allows you to browse for an image/media item.
Description: A short description about the image/media.
Clear Image/Media: Clears the image/media.
Copy From Main: Copy the contents of the main into the thumbnail image.
Make Thumbnail: Creates the thumbnail image.
Button Designer: Opens the button designer.
Alt Text: The alt text for the image.
Same as Main: If checked, then the alt text from the "Details" tab is used.
Resize: Allows you to rest the image dimensions (with optional proportional
constraints).
GrayScale: Applies a gray scale to your image.
Border: Adds a border around your image.
Stretch: If checked, stretches the image to fill the entire display.
Center: If checked, center’s the image in the display.
Proportional: If checked, applies proportional constraints when viewing the
image.
Long Description: A long description for this image. Creation Date: When
this image was created.
Group: The group the image belongs to.
Owner: The owner of this image.
Disabled: If checked, disables this image.

12.2 Creating Thumbnails:
Thumbnails can be automatically created from the main image, by pressing
the "Make Thumbnail" button. The size of the thumbnail will be dependent on
the global Default Thumbnail values specified on the Project Properties
dialog. Thumbnails can be manually resized as well using "Resize" button.
To reference a thumbnail in code, simply suffix your image link with
"_thumb". Encore will know to use the thumbnail version of the image in
that case:
Example: <p><img src="{%~logo_top_thumb%}"></p>
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12.3 List of Image Editing Functions:
To edit an image, either double click the image (either in the global
Images/Media list, or in the Images/Media panel).
The image editing functions can be accessed via a right-click on the image
itself.
While Encore does not claim to be a fully featured image editor, it does
however support the most common image editing features, thereby removing
the need for expensive external image editing tools.
The list of image editing functions are as follows:

12.3.1 Image Related:

Copy To Clipboard: Copies the image to the clipboard
Paste From Clipboard: Copies the contents of the clipboard into the image
Resize: Allows you to rest the image dimensions (with proportional
constraints).
Convert to GrayScale: Applies a GrayScale to your image.
Add Image Border: Adds a border to your image
Add Cursor To Image: Adds a cursor to your image

12.3.2 Region Related:

Crop Image: Crops the selected region from the Image
Highlight Region: Highlights the selected region of the Image
Draw Region Rectangle: Draws a rectangle.
Draw Region Ellipse: Draws an ellipse.
Copy to Clipboard as Area Map: Copies the selected area as an area map.
Useful for making url’s in your images.
Note: Most of the items in the "Region" menu requires the image to be in
.BMP format, and a region to be selected (by holding down the left mouse
button and dragging the region rectangle on the image).
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12.3.3 Image Tools:

Change Rotation: Rotates your image.
Color Channels: Change individual color channels for your image.
AntiAliasing: Set anti alias properties for your image.
Button Designer: Opens the button designer.
Image Blend/Logo Creator: Opens the image blending/logo creator form.
Paint: Launches MS Paint.

12.3.4 Image Settings:

Use Enhanced Resize Algorithm: If checked, will use the enhanced resize
algorithm.
AutoCalc Proportional Resize Height: If checked, will automatically
calculate the proportional resize dimensions of the image, when resizing.
Show Size in Bytes: If checked, will show the image size in bytes, not
kilobytes.
Select Highlight Color: Assigns the highlight color for the image
Select Border Color: Assigns the border color for the image
Set Border Width: Set’s the border width in pixels.
Image Transparent: If checked, set’s the image background color to
transparent.
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12.3.5 Convert Functions:

Convert to JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP: Converts the image to any of these formats.
When converting to GIF, because of the 256 colors limit of GIF images, you
have the additional options: "No color reduction", "Monochrome",
"Grayscale", "Netscape", "Quantize" and "Quantize Windows". The recommended
method is either "No Color Reduction" or "Quantize" which results in the
best quality conversions in general.
Zoom: Shows the full size image.
Note: Some of the editing functions will require you to convert the image
to .BMP format.
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12.4 Image Effects:
The Image Effects dialog allows for image manipulation from within Encore.
Images can be:
• Rotated
• RGB values can be manipulated
• Various filters can be applied such as Brightness, Contrast &
Luminance Anti-aliasing & Sharpen can be applied to the image
• Colors can be Inverted
All the while, a real-time preview of the changes can be viewed.

Rotation Angle: Allows you to rotate your image through 360 degrees.
R, G, B: Allows you to change the Red, Green and Blue components of your
image.
Selection Filter: Allows you to select a range of colors on the trackbar to
include/exclude from the color manipulation.
Filter Transparent Color: If checked, then the transparent colors will be
filtered.
Reverse Filter: Reverses the effect of the "Filter Transparent Color"
setting to only manipulate the transparent color.
Brightness: Allows you to change the brightness settings for the image.
Contrast: Allows you to change the contrast settings for the image.
Luminance: Allows you to change the luminosity settings for the image.
Blur/AntiAliasing: Allows you to change the anti-alias settings for the
image.
Sharpen: Allows you to change the sharpness of the image.
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Auto Preview: If checked, then the image will reflect all changes you make
in real-time.
Invert Colors: If checked, colors will be inverted.
Preview: Will show a preview of the image.
Original: Reloads the original image.
Reset: Resets the image.

12.5 The Button Designer:
A built-in button designer for easily creating image buttons or simple
banners in various shapes, styles and shades with custom text within
minutes.

Text: The text you wish to display on the button.
Angle: The angle of the text.
Color: The color of the text.
Font: The font to use for the text.
Width: The width of the button.
Height: The height of the button.
Offset X: The X (horizontal) offset for the button text. A value of -1
centers the text horizontally.
Offset Y: The Y (vertical) offset for the button text. A value of -1
centers the text vertically.
Button Auto Size Angle: If checked, automatically sets the button angle.
Text with Shadow: If checked, the text will have a shadow, also allows you
to set the shadow color.
Spacing X: The space from the text edge to the button edge (horizontal).
Spacing Y: The space from the text edge to the button edge (vertical).
Text AutoSize: If checked, the text will automatically be resized.
R, G, B: Allows you to change the Red, Green and Blue components of your
image.
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Filter Transparent Color: If checked, then the transparent colors will be
filtered.
Reverse Filter: Reverses the effect of the "Filter Transparent Color"
setting to only manipulate the transparent color.
Reset: Resets the button.
Invert Colors: If checked, then the button colors will be inverted.
Blur/AntiAliasing: Allows you to change the ant-alias settings for the
button or/and text.
Sharpen: Allows you to change the sharpness of the image.
Open: Allows you to open a button shape.
Button Style: Select from a pre-set of button styles.
Preview: Allows you to preview the button.
Auto Preview: If checked, then the image will reflect all changes you make
in real-time.
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13. Working with Templates:
Templates are web pages (.html, .asp, .php, etc) that contain script code
to build a page or page fragment.
Using Encore script code, you can make your templates dynamic and display
articles.
For example this simple template will display the top 5 articles for a
channel (MainPage Template):
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>{%@PageTitle%}</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<FOREACH type="content desc" maxrows="5" ds="ArticleList">
<a href="{%!ArticleList._link%}">{%!ArticleList.TITLE%}</a><br>
</FOREACH>
</BODY>
</HTML>

This template will display an article (DetailPage Template):
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>{%@PageTitle%} | {%!TITLE%}</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<b>{%!TITLE%}</b><br>
<br>
{%!_CONTENT_TEXT_%}<br>
</BODY>
</HTML>
When these templates get expanded, the variables get appropriately filled
in.
Templates can be divided into the following types:
Page Templates: These are code-containers that build web pages. They are
liked to channels to produce index and detail pages.
General Templates: These can be any code fragment that gets used often. If
you have some code that gets repeated quite often in your project, you can
wrap it up in a template and re-use the template many times. This can speed
up your development time, because changes to code fragments gets done in
one place only.
Image Templates: These are used to generate images, such as buttons and
animated gifs. Using the power of eScript and the Encore database, you can
create these media on the fly.
Components: These are similar to General Templates in that they contain
useful code fragments to perform a particular function, such as the
@ImageGallery component, which can be used by setting some component
property values. Components are usually written in a project independent
manner, and are usually installed from Component Packages.
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13.1 Adding Page Templates:
When you create a new project database, you will notice that there are two
page templates already defined, a "MainPage" and a "DetailPage" template.
The difference between the two is that the MainPage template defines a
channels index page structure, and the DetailPage template defines a
channels detail(article) page structure. See the above two template code
fragments.
To create a new page template, click on the "Add template" button on the
toolbar or click "Edit|Add Template" in the menu.
You will then be presented with "New Items" dialog where you can select
your template type.
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Select from the list of available template types. For now, lets create a
Main Page template (index page) and call it "Main_Index_Page". This
template will be assigned to a channel it we can use it to display a list
of articles for the channel as well as some extra information about the
articles.

Name: The name of the template.
Channel: You can assign this template to a specific channel
Description: A short description of what this template does.
Is Page: Specifies if this template generates a page, since it is a page
template, this option must be checked.
Page Ext: The extension used to generate this page.
Images/Media Panel: Allows you to add images for this template.
Dependent Channels: Shows you the list of channels that use this template.
HTML Tidy: Tidies up the code for this template.
Import: Allows you to import a web page with .CSS and Images as a template.
Creation Date: The date the template was created.
Group: Allows you to assign this template to a group.
Owner: Specifies the owner(designer) of this template.
Disabled: Disables this template so it will not be expanded during publish.
Last Modified: Indicated the last time this template was edited.
Expand Templates on Preview: Sets whether to expand macros/script code in
the template in the Preview window. It might be useful to have this setting
unchecked for debugging purposes to see what script code certain macros
relate to, but otherwise should be checked.
Notice that Encore inserts some code for you to start off with. You can
overwrite this code with your own, but since we are creating a Main Page
template, the macro field names in particular will be very relevant.
On the next page we can write some code to make the template functional.
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<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="ECMS_LINK_M01">
<TITLE>{%@PageTitle%}</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="#AFC0D0">
<FOREACH type="content desc" maxrows="5" ds="dsArticleList">
<span class="ArticleHeader">
<!--While we loop through the dataset, we extract article information.-->

<a href="{%!dsArticleList._link%}">
<b>{%!dsArticleList.TITLE%}</b>
</a>, by
<a href="{%!dsArticleList._link%}">
<b>{%!dsArticleList.USER_FIRST_NAME%}
{%!dsArticleList.USER_NAME%}</b></a>
<!--Display the date from the article's date field and
format the date according to the desired style.-->

(<$=FormatDateTime('mmmm dd, yyyy',
QueryFieldAsDateTime('dsArticleList.CREATED_DATE'))$>)
</span>
<p class="ArticleSummary">
{%!dsArticleList.CONTENT_SUMMARY%}<br><br>
</p>
<span class="ArticleHeader">
<a href="{%!dsArticleList._link%}">more...</a><br>
</span>
<br>
</FOREACH>
</BODY>
</HTML>

This template will display the top five articles for a channel as follows:
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You can repeat this process to create any number of templates imaginable.
By using parallel templates you can define different "looks" or targets for
your content.
For example: you may wish to output your website in a printed form. To do
this you only need to define parallel templates for your "printed" look,
tell Encore which target to use and then publish. It's that easy.
For more information, see Chapter 23: Multiple Targets.

13.2 Adding General Templates:
General templates are exactly like page templates, except that they do not
generate pages. They function as code fragments or code containers for
things like menus, ads, link-lists, etc.

Whenever you have code that gets duplicated in your site, it’s a good idea
to encapsulate the code in a general template. That way you only have one
copy of the code to update. To use general templates, simply drag and drop
them into other templates or content.
For example: Let’s create a general template to display our menu structure:
To start off with, click "Edit|Add Template" to create a new template.
Select the template type as: "Blank Template". Then fill in the details for
the template, including the template code:
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Once the template has been saved, you will see it listed under the "General
Templates" node of the main tree. All that’s left to do now is to include
this template in one of the page templates.
Open up the page template we created earlier. Now, since we have a menu
template that generates a menu for us, we can insert the menu template into
the page template.
In the "Components & Templates" section of the images/media panel, expand
the general templates node, and drag and drop the "Template_Menu" item into
the source code. Have a look at the image below to see the inserted
template.
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And the published result:

Now, every channel that uses this page template will automatically show the
menu as well, and if we ever want to change the way the menu gets
generated, we simply change the menu template code.
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13.3 Adding Image Templates:
Image Templates are the graphical/image equivalent of Page Templates.
To create a new image template (which are used to generate images, such as
buttons and animated gifs automatically), right-click on "Image Templates"
in the main tree, then select "New|New Template".

Then select from the list of image templates. These image templates can
accomplish a variety of useful graphical functions.
For example, the one we have selected here will create an animated gif
banner from the current channel name.
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The "Details" tab shows the code for generating the Image Template.
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13.3.1 How to use Image Templates:
In order to use an image template requires one to add a local image/media,
such as a channel or content image/media, and then assigning the
appropriate image template from the drop-down list of Image Templates.
When done, then either click the "Apply Image Template" button or click the
"Apply" button
(the red tick mark) next to the drop-down list to let
Encore automatically generate the image. This is now a normal image which
can be referenced like any other images in your Page Templates.
In the example below, notice how the "Formula 1" channel name is
automatically read from the current selected channel in the tree, and in
this case an animated .gif banner was created. Similarly you can follow the
same process for adding image templates to the other channels.

Note: Once Image Templates are assigned, then when you go back and modify
the Image Template, it will automatically allow you to regenerate all
images linked to that Image Template.
For example try changing the above Image Template's Text_Color property
from "Navy" to "Red" for example, and see how all its linked images are
automatically changed also.
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13.4 Template Macros and what they mean:
There are a number of macros that can be used in Encore. They get expanded
at publish-time to generate meaningful code/values. Here is the list of
macro names you can use in your templates:
Content Related Macro’s: These are macros that pertain to
content(articles). They get expanded for the current article being
displayed.
CONTENT_ID: The content id.
TITLE: The content(article) title.
CONTENT_TEXT: The content text.
CONTENT_SUMMARY: The content summary.
DESCRIPTION: The content description.
CONTENT_GROUP: The group the content belongs to.
CHAPEU: The content chapeu.
STATUS: The status of the content.
KEYWORDS: The keywords for this content.
NOTES: The assigned notes for the content.
CREATED_DATE: The date/time the content was created.
LAST_MODIFIED: The date/time the content was last modified.
USER_NAME: The name of the user who created the content.
USER_INITIALS: The initials of the user who created the content.
USER_TITLE: The title of the user who created the content.
_link: The link (url) to this content(article) page.
_abslink: The absolute link (url) to this content(article) page (used with
SetAbsLinkPrefix() function).
Channel Related Macro’s: These are macro's that pertain to
channels(folder). They get expanded for the current channel being
processed.
CHANNEL_ID: The channel id.
NAME: The name of the channel.
SHORT_NAME: The short-name of the channel.
DESCRIPTION: The channel description.
LONG_DESCRIPTION: The channel long description.
PARENT_ID: The channel’s parent id.
CHANNEL_LEVEL: The hierarchical level of the channel.
HAS_CHILDREN: A value of Y/N indicating if the channel has sub-channels
(children).
CHANNEL_GROUP: The group the channel belongs to.
CREATED_DATE: The date/time the channel was created.
LAST_MODIFIED: The date/time the channel was last modified.
_chlink: The link (url) to this channel.
_abschlink: The absolute link (url) to this channel (used with
SetAbsLinkPrefix() function).
_chtitle: The name/title of the channel (multi-lingual aware). Based on the
main/index page assigned to the channel, else uses the channel name.
Tip: All fields on the "content" and "channel" tables can be returned as
macro's, however, the ones listed here are the most useful or commonly
used.
The syntax for using these macros is:
{%!MACRO_NAME%}
Example:

<a href="{%!_link%}">{%!TITLE%}</a> by: <i>{%!USER_NAME%}</i>
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Tip: A macro name can also be prefixed with a datasource so that macro's
can be expanded for any content(article) item and any channel.
e.g.
<$QueryChannel('ch',1);$>
<a href="{%!ch._chlink%}">{%!ch.NAME%}</a>

Tip: CONTENT_TEXT and CONTENT_SUMMARY should preferably be prefixed and
suffixed by "_" characters. This is because they may contain script code
which needs to be evaluated at publish time. So it is safer practice to
include these characters as follows, but they might slow down the publish
process depending on the complexity of the template:
{%!_CONTENT_TEXT_%} and {%!_CONTENT_SUMMARY_%}

13.5 Using Macro Suffixes to format text:
Encore has a built in set of formatting commands that you can use to format
text values. For example, you may wish to convert text to uppercase,
lowercase, convert to numeric format or convert to html format, etc, etc.
Using macro suffixes you can easily accomplish this.

13.5.1 The Macro Suffix List:
^ - Converts to UpperCase.
^^ - Converts to LowerCase.
$ - Converts to single quoted string.
$$ - Converts to double quoted string.
& - Convert text to html format.
# - Converts to numeric value (if applicable).
+ - Expands newline characters in the text.
++ - Expands any newline characters as well as expanding any macros
contained within the text.

13.5.2 How to use Macro Suffixes:
Macro names must be suffixed with the required macro suffix as follows:
{%!MACRO_NAME^$&#%}
Examples:
{%!NAME^%} will convert the macro value to uppercase.
{%!NAME^^%} will convert the macro value to lowercase.
{%!TITLE$%} will wrap the macro value in single quotes.
{%!TITLE$$%} will wrap the macro value in double quotes.
{%!LONG_DESCRIPTION&%} will convert the macro value to html format.
{%!CONTENT_ID#%} will convert the macro value to a numeric value.
{%!(ShortBlurb_Memo)+%} will expand any newline characters in the text.
{%!(ShortBlurb_Memo)++%} will expand any newline characters as well as
expanding any macros contained within the text.
Note: User defined content fields are surrounded by '(' and ')' characters,
as can be seen in the last two examples above.
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13.6 HTML Tidy:
HTML Tidy is a handy mechanism for cleaning up the HTML code of your
articles and templates. It is built upon some formatting rules and formats
your HTML code according to these rules.
For example, it wraps long lines of html code and indents the code to make
it more readable.
To access, click on the "HTML Tidy" button on the toolbar.
Note: you must be on the "Details" tab for the article or template to use
this functionality.
For example, the code below is pretty poorly formatted, and using the HTML
Tidy function would be advisable.
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Now, once we click the HTML Tidy button, the code is automatically tidied
up, as follows:

Notice how the code has been nicely indented and spaced out. This could
make your much more readable.
Note: The effects of the "HTML Tidy" functionality cannot be guaranteed,
please use with caution. Also, you can undo all changes to code, including
the "HTML Tidy" functionality, by using the "Undo" button or pressing
<CTRL+Z>.
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13.7 Global Channel Template Replace:

This is a mechanism for replacing templates on a global level by changing
all references to a current template to another template.
Example, you may wish to change all channels that currently use a template
called "MainPage" to now use a template called "Sinorca2".
So instead of manually changing each channel, you simply do a "global
channel template replace to replace all instances of "MainPage" with
"Sinorca2"
This mechanism works for Main/Index page templates, Detail page templates
and SubContent templates.
Also, when installing a theme, the Global Channel Template Replace will
allow you to globally update your project to the look of the theme.
See Chapter 21: Themes.
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14. Assigning Page Templates to Channels:
Once your page templates are created you need to assign them to channels.
You should have MainPage(Index) templates and DetailPage(Article)
templates, however it is not unusual to have the same template work for
both cases.
To set the Main/Index page template for your channel, open the channel and
select a template from the "Main/Index" drop-down list. The template you
choose will be the main/index page template for your channel.
The process is the same for the Detail page template.

You can preview your channel to see how the channel looks depending on what
template you select. To preview, click on the "Preview" tab.
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15. Adding Content (Articles):
Content or articles get added to channels and get published for that
channel.
To add content, click on a channel in the main tree and then either click
on the "Add Content" button on the toolbar or right click in the content
window and select "Add Content".
You have the option of using the WYSIWYG editor for editing content, on the
"Content" tab, or to edit the content fields like "Summary" and user
defined fields, use the "Details" tab.
The "Images/Media" tab lists all of the image/media items associated with
this content, and allows you to add/edit/delete images/media. The
"Properties" tab allows you to add/edit properties, and the "Preview" tab
displays a preview for this article.
The toolbar on top allows you to format your text with functions like bold,
italic, underline and text alignment. You can also select your font and
font size and insert bullet points.
You can also insert images/media as well as links to other articles, or
external links.
You can also do a spell check as well as use the thesaurus.
For more information, see Chapter 15.7: Spell Checker and Chapter 15.8:
Thesaurus.

15.1 The "Content" Tab:

The "Content" tab allows you to enter the content text for your article.
Using the format bar on top, this tab behaves just like a word processor.
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15.2 The "Details" Tab:

The "Details" tab of the article lists the textual components of an
article. It displays the html text for the article, allowing you to do some
manual editing. In addition to this, it allows you to enter an article
summary, fill in any user-defined field values, set an article effective
and expiry date, etc.
Also, you can assign related content(articles), by using the "Related
Content" box in the "Images/Media" panel. To open the "Images/Media" panel,
click on the "images/media panel" button.
See Chapter 11.6: Assigning Related Content (Articles).
Read on for an explanation of the different fields on this form.
Title: The article title.
Channel: Assigned from the channel you selected, but can be overridden.
Chapeu: A topical description.
Description: A short description of this article.
Content: The body of the article.
Effective Date: Set the date this article should become active (delayed
publishing).
Expiry Date: The expiry date of this article, it will not be published
after this date.
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Summary: A short summary of the article.
Creation Date: The date the article was created.
Group: Assign a group for this article (automatically filled in).
Owner: The owner of this article.
Keywords: Any keywords for this article.
Status: For workflow purposes.
Note: The fields "ShortBlurb_memo", "Credit" and "PullQuote_text" are user
defined, or extra fields that can be added to your project.
For more information see Chapter 14: User Defined Content Properties.

Tip: To format your html, use the "HTML Tidy" button

on the toolbar.

Tip: Using eScript, articles can be displayed in templates and detail
pages.

15.3 The "Images/Media" Tab:
This tab allows you to add images/media for your article. These
images/media can then be dragged-and-dropped into your article.
You can also use the "Images/Media" panel on the "Details" tab to do this.
For more information see Chapter 5.3: The Images/Media Panel.
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15.4 The "Properties" Tab:
This tab lists all of the user-defined fields for articles pertaining to
the detail page template for this article. Using this tab, you can enter
values for these properties, or use the input areas on the "Details" tab.
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15.5 The "Preview" Window:
This tab shows you a preview of what the article will look like once
published. If the "Preview in Channel" checkbox is ticked, then the preview
will look exactly as if the article were "live", i.e. using the detail page
template for the article's channel to publish the article.
Also, if the "Highlight Content" checkbox is ticked, then the article text
will be highlighted.

Hint: Click the "Refresh Images" button to regenerate any images that may
not have been published.

15.6 Assigning Related Content (Articles):
Often you may wish to relate articles to other articles, then display the
relations on your pages.
When editing an article, click the "images/media panel" button to display
the "Images/Media" panel. At the bottom of the "Images/Media" panel, you
will see a section for related content.
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To add articles as related content to the current article, right click
inside the "Related Content" box and click "Insert". You also have the
option of deleting, editing and rearranging and disabling related articles.
Note: The order in which articles are displayed in the "Related Content"
window is determined by their order in the "Content tab" of the main
interface. You can however use the "Custom Order" setting to specifically
order the "Related Content" items.

Note: When rearranging the order of related articles, the "Custom Order"
checkbox must be ticked.
When you insert an article as related content by clicking the "Insert" menu
option, you will be presented with a standard "Content Search" dialog where
can select one or many articles to relate the current article to.
Tip: You can use a <FOREACH> statement to display the list of related
articles by setting the type attribute of the <FOREACH> statement to
"related_content". e.g. <FOREACH type="related_content">...</FOREACH>
For more information on searching, see
Chapter 10.2: Searching for Content (Articles).
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15.7 Spell Checker:
Encore allows you to spell check your articles before publishing. To spell
check your article, click on the spell check button, or press F7 to invoke
the spell checker.

The spell check dialog also allows you to specify your default dictionary,
and to add custom words to the dictionary.
Dictionaries are located in the "Dictionaries" folder in the folder where
you installed Encore.
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15.7.1 Spell Checker Options:
You can setup your spell check preferences, by clicking on the "Options"
button on the spell checker dialog.

This will allow you to set the following options:
Ignore words in Uppercase: If checked, all words in uppercase will be
ignored in the spell check.
Ignore words containing numbers: If checked, all words in containing
numbers will be ignored in the spell check.
Suggest from main dictionaries only: If checked, replacement words will
only be suggested from the main dictionaries.
Prompt on repeated word: If checked, then any repeated words will be
included in the spell check.
Automatically correct DUal capitals: If checked, then any words containing
dual capitals will be included in the spell check.
Dictionaries: Allows you to set you dictionary options (see Chapter 15.7.2:
Selecting a Dictionary)
Custom Dictionary: Sets the location for your custom dictionary.
Reset Defaults: Resets these settings to their original values.
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15.7.2 Selecting a Dictionary:
By clicking on the "Locate Dictionaries" checkbox, you can point the spell
checker to a folder on your hard drive, or network, where the spell checker
will find its dictionaries.
Dictionaries are located in the "Dictionaries" folder in the folder where
you installed Encore.
Currently Encore supports the following dictionaries:
Afrikaans,
American,
Autocorrect,
Autocorrect-British
British,
Dutch,
French,
German,
Technical
Tip: You can download additional dictionaries as they become available from
our website: http://www.biitsoft.com/index.htm
By clicking on the "Dictionaries" button on the "Spelling Options" dialog,
you can setup individual dictionary options, as well as tell the spell
checker which dictionaries to include in the spell check.
At a dictionary level you can modify settings such as, Custom words, Autocorrect Pairs and Excluded words.

15.7.3 Live Spell Checking:
Live spell checking is the process of automatically underlining words with
a red squiggly line, that the spell checker deems to be incorrect.
This feature will be supported in the next version of Encore.
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15.8 Thesaurus:
Similar to spell checking, Encore also has a thesaurus feature. To invoke
the thesaurus, highlight a word, and then click the thesaurus button, or
press CTRL+F7.

The thesaurus suggests suitable replacements for the words you would like
to replace.
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16. Publishing Your Project:
Publishing is the process of taking your Encore project and turning it into
a website.
Publishing can be done locally and then uploaded to an FTP site manually or
published directly to a FTP site.
To do a direct FTP publish you will need to setup a FTP location for Encore
to interface with.

16.1 Publishing Locally:
Local publishing is when your website gets generated locally on your hard
drive. By default this is done in a folder called:
"AppDir\Output\ProjectName\", where
Appdir = The directory from where you are running Encore
ProjectName = The name of your project

16.2 Configuring your FTP Location(s):
To setup locations, click "File|Locations Setup". There you can add as many
locations as you like. Then at publish time, you select the location you
want to publish to and Encore takes care of the rest.
FTP connections are configured as per normal, ie username, password etc
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16.2.1 Configuring the Location:
Setting up your ftp location will enable you to upload your project to your
live or testing server.
To do this, click on "Edit" on the "Locations" dialog. Here you setup your
location via the "Location" tab.

Name: The name of your location, this is just for descriptive purposes.
Description: A short description of the location.
Group: Allows you to assign this location to a group.
Do File Copy: If "Do File Copy" is checked then, the new location becomes a
normal publish to file location and gets configured differently:
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16.2.2 Configuring the FTP Details:
This is done via the "FTP Details" tab of the "Location" dialog.
If the "Do File Copy" checkbox is unchecked on the "Location" tab, then the
new location is assumed to be a FTP connection, and must be configured
accordingly.

Host Name: The FTP address for the location.
Host Port: The port on which to connect (default is 21)
Use Passive Mode: If checked then a passive connection will be made.
Login Name: The login name for your ftp location.
Login Password: The password to use when connecting to your ftp location.
Remember Password: If checked, Encore will use this password every time,
else, you will be prompted for your password.
Upload Directory: The root directory for Encore to publish the files to.
Test Connection: This will test your connection so you can determine if you
have configured the location correctly.
Show Trace Info: If checked, Encore will display a window showing in detail
all of its ftp operations on the location.
Preview Website/URL: This address will be used to show you the "live"
effects of the publish, i.e. your live website.
Go: Will open the "Preview Website/URL" in a browser window.
Disabled: Will disable this location, but not delete it. If disabled,
Encore will not publish to this location.
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16.3 Publish Types:
Encore supports different publish types, you can publish locally, publish
to file(incremental), and a live (ftp) publish.

16.3.1 Publish to File (Full):
This publishes the entire Encore project to the local location for preview
purposes. It uses the location that you have specified as your "local"
location.

16.3.2 Publish to File (Incremental):
Encore allows you to do incremental publishing where it will only publish
the articles that have changed since the last publish, the only proviso is
that you have done a full publish in the same session.

16.3.3 Publish:
This publishes your site to a location you specify.

Location: Select a location to publish and upload to.
Publish All Files: If checked, all files will be published.
Publish Changed Files Only: If checked, will allow you to specify a date
and only all files changed after that date will be published.
Exclude Images/Media: If checked, images and media are not uploaded.
Publish For: Publish files that were only set for publishing on this date.
This is also referred to as delayed publishing.
Smart FTP Upload: If checked, only files that are different between the
local and remote (ftp) location will be uploaded. This works best when used
with "Publish all files" option, because using the Smart FTP Upload process
only the changed files will be physically uploaded.
FTP Upload Only: This will upload the contents of the local location and
assumes that a full publish had already occurred.
Locations Setup: Configures the locations.
Publish: Starts the publish and upload process.
For more information see Chapter 22.2: Publishing to a Location.
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17. Encore Script (eScript):
Encore Script (eScript) is a rich set of scripting functions available to
the developer via procedures and functions.

17.1 What is eScript:
CMS Encore Pro supports a fully featured scripting language called eScript
(Encore Script). It is based on DWS (Delphi Web Script), a subset (with
some extra features) of Borland Delphi. So if you are familiar with Delphi
or the Object Pascal language or any high level programming language then
eScript will be very easy and intuitive to use almost immediately. So while
eScript closely matches the Object Pascal language, we will not endeavor to
explain programming concepts in this document.
If you wish to learn more about the Object Pascal language, there is a vast
amount of information available on the internet on Object Pascal
constructs, and also additionally if you wish to learn more about
programming concepts in general.
eScript has been enhanced further with CMS specific functionality as used
in Encore.
eScript supports programmatic operations such as being able to declare
variables & perform assignments (with type checking), perform addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, etc. on variables. Use looping
constructs such as for, while and repeat statements, use conditions such as
if and case statements, as well as being able to create and call functions
and procedures as well as many other common programming constructs found in
most high level languages. It also fully supports object orientated
programming (OOP).
You can use the built-in eScript functions for specific CMS functionality,
or write your own code using Object Pascal (Delphi), which will then be
processed by the Encore publishing engine.
Encore uses code-completion and syntax highlighting to make it easier to
develop eScript code. See the "CMS Encore Pro Development Guide" for more
information about code-completion and syntax highlighting.

17.2 How to use eScript:
eScript code is contained within <$ $> tags. Syntax highlighting will
ensure that all eScript code be highlighted with a yellow background, and
that all keywords will be bolded, eg:

Here, you can see the areas with the yellow background is eScript code, and
inside that the bolded words like "if" and "then" indicate reserved words.
Note: These colors are the standard colors used in the IDE (Integrated
Debugging Environment), and can be modified to different values.
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17.3 List of built-in eScript functions:
eScript is a subset of the popular programming language, Delphi, which is
based on Object Pascal. eScript contains over 200 scripting functions, and
allows you, the programmer to add many more.
For a detailed list of the procedures and functions available via eScript,
see the "eScript Function Reference" section included in the "CMS Encore
Pro Developers Guide" document.
Here are some example of some of the more common scripting functions:
QueryContentList():
Queries the database for a list of content items (articles) belonging to a
channel.
e.g.
<div class="text">
<$QueryContentList('c',GetChannelIdByName('Home'));$>
<FOREACH ds="c">
<b>Article Title:</b> {%!c.TITLE%}<br><br>
</FOREACH>
</div>

QueryChannelList():
Queries for a list of sub-channels for a specified ChannelId.
e.g.
<$QueryChannelList('qryChannelList', GetChannelIdByName('Home'));$>
<FOREACH ds="qryChannelList">
<a href="{%!qryChannelList._chlink%}">{%!qryChannelList.Name%}</a>
<br>
</FOREACH>
GetChannelLink():
Returns the full channel link/path + default page name (such as
'index.htm'), defined by ChannelId. If an invalid ChannelId is specified
then the output directory is returned.
e.g.
<$
var HomeChannelLink, NewsChannelLink: String;
HomeChannelLink := GetChannelLink(GetChannelIDByName('Home'));
NewsChannelLink := GetChannelLink(GetChannelIdByName('News'));
$>
<a href="<$=HomeChannelLink$>">Home</a> <br>
<a href="<$=NewsChannelLink$>">News</a>
GetContentLink():
Returns the full content link/path defined by ContentId
e.g.
<a href="<$=GetContentLinkAdv(1,GetChannelIdByName('Home'),'.asp')$>">
<$=GetContentTitle(1)$>
</a>
GetPublishDateTime():
Returns the Date/Time that a content item(article) was published.
e.g.
Article published on: <$=FormatDateTime('dddd mm yyyy mm:hh',
GetPublishDateTime)$>
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18. User Defined Content Properties/Fields:
Encore allows you to specify an unlimited number of user defined content
properties/fields for capturing additional information for your content.
For example you may wish to have content fields like: "Credit", "Author"
etc.
These field values could change for every article that gets entered.
Encore provides an interface for setting up, and inputting the values for
user defined content fields. In the template that displays the articles,
you can retrieve, format and display the content fields for an article.
In addition to this, Encore supports different data types for content
fields. These will affect the way the field values get entered. For
example, you could have a content field of type "html", and then when the
user enters the value for this field they will enter it into an htmlenabled editor window (see Chapter 18.3: Types of User Defined Content
Fields).

18.1 Configuring User Defined Content Fields:
User defined content fields/properties are defined on the Properties tab of
the Detail Page Template assigned to a channel(folder).
For example, if you have a channel(folder) called "News" and you want all
of the articles contained in that channel(folder) to have certain user
defined fields, then you would specify the fields on the detail page
template of that channel(folder).
To define a user defined content field, open the Detail Page Template for a
channel and click on the "Properties" tab.

This will launch the "Properties Setup" window where you will enter the
names for your user defined fields.
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Note: Most importantly, user defined content fields/properties, unlike
normal user defined properties must be wrapped in parenthesis "(" and ")",
for Encore to identify it as a user defined content field. Note in the
screenshot below, how the names of the fields are wrapped in parenthesis.
Now simply add your user defined fields in the "key" section, one below the
other.

A few points to note:
• The field names are wrapped in parenthesis. This will enable Encore
to identify the fields as user defined fields.
• The "key" column is the name of a user defined field
• The "value" column is the default value for the field and is
optional.
• The "PickLists" section is for fields that will have a "drop-down"
set of values. In this example, the "(Credit)" has been defined to be
selectable from the list of values assigned in the picklist. You
could also enter a value that is not specified in the picklist.
Also, for picklists, the last item must end with [].
Tip: To see this section live, open the Bobs Auto World sample database,
then open the "Story_Detail_Page" page template, and then click on the
"Properties" tab.
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Lastly, when we enter an article, that uses this detail page template, the
user defined content fields will be displayed on the input form and we can
then enter the relevant values for these fields for each article.

Note: The user defined content fields "ShortBlurb_memo", "PullQuote_text"
"Article_imagefile", "Override_font" and "Credit" can now be entered. Also,
note that the field "Credit" has values that can be selected via a dropdown list.
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18.2 Displaying User Defined Content Fields:
When an article gets displayed that uses user defined fields, we need to
make provision for the user defined field to be displayed in the detail
page template.
All we need to is identify where on the page(template) we would want to
display any of the user defined fields. Then simply drag-and-drop the
fields into place.
On the "Images/Media Panel" click on the "Variables/Properties" button to
display the list of properties applicable for this template. Then select
the appropriate property and drag-and-drop it into place.

To drag-and-drop the field, simply click on the field with your mouse and
then drag it into the correct place in the template code.
Note: The exclamation symbol "!" before the property name in the code will
instruct Encore to retrieve this property value from the current
content/article, example: {%!(Credit)%}. This is an equivalent but a
shorter form of writing: <$=QueryFieldAsString('(Credit)')$>
However, when wanting to display the property value as defined in the
template, then you should not include the exclamation symbol, example:
{%Font_Color%}. This will simply be replaced with the static text value of
the Font_Color property as defined on the template's Properties tab.
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18.3 Types of User Defined Content Fields:
By suffixing a user defined field name, with a certain value, you can
change the way the field gets entered. For example, if you want to capture
a textual value, you may wish to suffix your field name with "_text". Then
when the user enters the value for the field, they will be presented with a
large multi-line (memo) "text" area to enter the value.
Tip: When defining user defined fields, tick the "Show Help Panel" checkbox
on the "Properties Setup" window to display the full list of user defined
field types/suffixes.

Tip: If no property key name suffix is specified (as in the screenshot
above), then a normal single line edit box will be displayed to capture the
field value, else you can assign a suffix which will specify the property
type and affects how the property gets captured.
See Chapter 8.7: Adding Additional Project Properties for more information.
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19. LiveEdit:
LiveEdit is a method of visually editing your website. Using properties on
templates and assigning these properties as being "Live Editable".
For example, you can change the text, fonts, colors, etc. of the items on
your web pages, you can also re-arrange content, add, edit or delete
content, etc.
LiveEdit also has benefits for the developer of a site, since it allows the
developer to create a more visual input interface for more end-user
interaction in terms of allowing the end-user to change the structure and
content of their site more easily, without developer intervention.
This then frees up the developers time and empowers the end-user.

19.1 LiveEdit View:
For a live example of how LiveEdit works, open the "Bobs Auto World" sample
project. Click on the "Home" channel in the main tree and then press F8,
then click on the "Preview" tab.
Now you will see some of the sections on the page are clickable All the
areas marked with "(*)", "(+)" and "(-)" are now dynamically clickable. For
example, you click the "(*)" next to the "News Headlines" to change this to
a different title.
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19.2 Defining LiveEdit Properties/Fields:
LiveEdit properties are defined on a Page Template for a channel(folder).
For example, if you have a channel(folder) called "News" and you want
certain parts of the page to be Live Editable, then you would specify the
fields on the page template of that channel(folder).
To define a user defined LiveEdit property, open the page template for a
channel and click on the Properties tab.

Clicking on the "Setup" button will launch the "Properties Setup" window
where you can enter the names and default values for your Live Edit fields.
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Now simply add your user defined fields in the "Key" section, one below the
other. On the "PickLists" window on the right, also shows how you can
define associated picklists for these fields.
Note: Most importantly, LiveEdit fields must be wrapped in parenthesis and
a period "(." and ".)", for Encore to identify it as a LiveEdit property.
Note in the screenshot above, how the names of the live edit fields are
wrapped in parenthesis and a period.

Tip: To see how a practical example of how to use and setup LiveEdit
properties, open the "Bobs Auto World" sample database, open the
"Home_Page_Summary" page template, and then click on the Properties tab.

19.3 Displaying LiveEdit Properties/Fields:
To display the values for LiveEdit fields, open the template for which you
wish to display the LiveEdit field values. Then drag and drop the LiveEdit
fields from the "Images/Media" panel or type them in as shown below into
the appropriate location in your source code.

Here, you can see the fields "FirstStory_Content" and "SecondStory_Content"
being displayed in the source code of this template.
In addition to this, the eScript function "LiveEditProp" will allow you to
select the value for this LiveEdit property when in LiveEdit view.
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20. Using Components and Packages:
Components are specialized templates that can perform a general function
within your website. You can use the built-in Encore components, build your
own, or download/purchase components from third party Encore component
developers.
Components are functionally equivalent to General Templates, but components
are generally written in a project independent manner so that they can be
used with any project, as well as being able to be exported to, or
installed from Component Packages.
Packages are a collection of components that have been bundled into a
package. A package can have its source code locked as well as contain
information about the author of the package, such as: name, email address,
website address, comments, etc.
Components are installed under the "Components" node in the main tree. If a
component is part of a package, then it is listed under the package name.
For an example of some components in action, download the Encore
"Components Sample Database".

20.1 How Components work:
A component is a functional code snippet that can be used over and over
again. Any code fragment can be made into a component.
One of the advantages of components is that they provide a method of
"code-centralization". If you use a certain component in many places in
your web project, and you now wish to change the functionality of the
component, all you need to is modify the source code of the component, then
publish your site, and every page that uses the component will now properly
reflect the code changes that were made.
Components generally work best when driven by properties. Properties are
what can make a component generic and thereby more efficient.
Many javascript code snippets can be encapsulated into components and then
the functionality of the component can be driven by its property values.
For an example of some components in action, download the Encore
"Components Sample Database".
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20.2 A Component Example: Message Box Component
As an example, lets take make a message box component, where the user of
the component can specify a message, which the component will display.

20.2.1 The Original Source Code:

The above code would then result in a button being displayed, which, when
clicked will display the message "Hello World".

Once of the useful features of components is that we can make a very
generic solution out of even the most complex code.
For this example, we will make the message being displayed in the message
box configurable by adding a property: "MessageText".
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20.2.2 Creating the Component:
Right-click on "Components" in the tree, then on "New Template". That will
launch the "New Items" dialog, from where you select "New Component"

That will launch the "Add Component dialog. Here you name your component
and insert the code for the component.
Note: As an Encore standard, start the name of your component with an "@"
sign. This will help differentiate components from normal templates, in our
example we will name our component: @MessageBox.

Now when you press OK, the new component will be inserted into the tree
under the "Components" section.
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20.2.3 Adding the Properties:
Now comes the really interesting part, modifying the component so that we
can make it work with properties.
At this point the only property we need to add is the "MessageText"
property.
• MessageText: The text to be displayed by the message box.
Now, let's see how to add the properties.
Click on the "Properties" tab of the component, then add the properties as
follows:
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We have added the property "MessageText" and set it's default value to:
"Hello World, this is the @MessageBox component :)".
We could of course make the example more complicated by adding properties
like width, font, color, etc, but for the purposes of this example, this
should suffice.
Tip: For more examples of components, including some pretty complicated
ones, check out the "Components Sample Database" which is comes with your
Encore installation.
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20.2.4 The Component Source Code:
After making this code snippet into a component, the source code looks as
follows:

Note especially how the property values get used in the code.
To use this component in your template, use it as follows:

To see the exact implementation of this component, see the Components
Sample Database project.
The result should look something like:

Tip: Try changing the " Click Me " button text in the component code also
to a property which will allow the user to customize the text displayed for
the button.
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20.3 An Advanced Component Example: Gradient Bar
As an advanced example, lets take this useful DHTML gradient bar code.
NB: This source code was obtained from Dynamic Drive, and was submitted by
Alex Szorkovszky.
This useful code snippet displays a gradient bar, and has variables for
adjusting the color and direction of the bar.
Lets try and make this into an Encore component!

20.3.1 The Original Source Code:
<script language="JavaScript1.2">
<!-/*
Gradient Bar Script (By Alex Szorkovszky alex@wmresources.com)
Permission granted to Dynamicdrive.com to feature script in archive
For full source code and installation instructions to this script, visit
http://dynamicdrive.com
*/
if (document.all){
one=new Array();
two=new Array();
var a=10;var b=11;var c=12;var d=13;var e=14;var f=15;

//configure gradient
//width and height of gradient
var width = 350;
var height = 20;
//no of pixels between colours
var gap = 5;
//0 for horizontal, 1 for vertical
var direction = 0;
//colour number 1 - enter 1st, 3rd and 5th numbers/letters of colour code
one[0]=f;
one[1]=f;
one[2]=0;
//colour number 2 - enter 1st, 3rd and 5th numbers/letters of colour code
two[0]=0;
two[1]=c;
two[2]=0;

//end configuration

if(direction==0) var num = width / gap;
if(direction==1) var num = height / gap;
color2=new Array();
color1=new Array();
diff=new Array();
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
diff[i] = two[i] - one[i];
diff[i] = diff[i] / num;
}
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for(i=0;i<3;i++){
color1[i] = Math.round(diff[i] * Math.pow(10, 0));
if(color1[i] > diff[i])color1[i] = color1[i] - 1;
color2[i] = diff[i] - color1[i];
color2[i] = color2[i] * 15;
color2[i] = Math.round(color2[i] * Math.pow(10, 0));
}
x=new Array();
two[0]=0;
two[1]=0;
two[2]=0;
document.write('<table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"
width="'+width+'" height="'+height+'">');
if(direction==0) document.write('<tr>');
for(i=0;i<=num;i++) {
if(direction==1) document.write('<tr>');
document.write('<td bgcolor="#');
for(j=0;j<3;j++) {
if(one[j]==a)document.write("a");
if(one[j]==b)document.write("b");
if(one[j]==c)document.write("c");
if(one[j]==d)document.write("d");
if(one[j]==e)document.write("e");
if(one[j]==f)document.write("f");
if(one[j]<10)document.write(one[j]);
if(two[j]==a)document.write("a");
if(two[j]==b)document.write("b");
if(two[j]==c)document.write("c");
if(two[j]==d)document.write("d");
if(two[j]==e)document.write("e");
if(two[j]==f)document.write("f");
if(two[j]<10)document.write(two[j]);
one[j] = one[j] + color1[j];
two[j] = two[j] + color2[j];
if(two[j]>15) {
two[j] = two[j] - 15;
one[j]++;
}
}
if(direction==0) document.write('" width="'+gap+'"
height="'+height+'">&nbsp;</td>');
if(direction==1) document.write('" width="'+width+'"
height="'+gap+'">&nbsp;</td></tr>');
}
document.write('</table>');
}
//-->
</script>
The above code would then result in:

Notice the variables in the code above: width, height, gap, direction, etc.
When we make this code into a component, we can make these variables into
properties. That way when we use the component, we can dynamically alter
the variable (property) values to create different looking gradient bars,
all using the same code!
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20.3.2 Creating the Component:
Right-click on "Components" in the tree, then on "New Template". That will
launch the "New Items" dialog, from where you select "New Component".

That will launch the "Add Component" dialog. Here you name your component
and insert the code for the component.
Note: As an Encore standard, start the name of your component with an "@"
sign. This will help differentiate components from normal templates, in our
example we will name our component: @GradientBar.
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Now when you press OK, the new component will be inserted into under the
"Components" section in the tree.

20.3.3 Adding the Properties:
Now comes the really interesting part, modifying the component so that we
can make it work with properties.
First, lets identify some variables that we may want to convert into
properties:
• Width: The width of the gradient bar
• Height: The height of the gradient bar
• Gap: The number of pixels between colors
• Direction: 0 for horizontal, 1 for vertical
• Color1: The start color
• Color2: The end color
Now, lets see how to add the properties.
Click on the "Properties" tab of the component, then add the properties as
follows:

Note: The "Direction" property has been implemented as a picklist, where
the only possible values are "0" and "1".
Also, the "Color1" and "Color2" properties have the suffix "_color", so
when the user selects this property, they will be presented with a color
selector dialog.
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20.3.4 The Component Source Code:
<script language="JavaScript1.2">
<!-/*
Gradient Bar Script (By Alex Szorkovszky alex@wmresources.com)
Permission granted to Dynamicdrive.com to feature script in archive
For full source code and installation instructions to this script, visit
http://dynamicdrive.com
*/
if (document.all){
one=new Array();
two=new Array();
var a=10;var b=11;var c=12;var d=13;var e=14;var f=15;

//configure gradient
//width and height of gradient
var width = {%Width%};
var height = {%Height%};
//no of pixels between colours
var gap = {%Gap%};
//0 for horizontal, 1 for vertical
var direction = {%Direction%};
//colour number 1 - enter 1st, 3rd and 5th numbers/letters of colour code
one[0]=<$=Copy(LowerCase('{%Color1_color%}'),2,1)$>;
one[1]=<$=Copy(LowerCase('{%Color1_color%}'),4,1)$>;
one[2]=<$=Copy(LowerCase('{%Color1_color%}'),6,1)$>;
//colour number 2 - enter 1st, 3rd and 5th numbers/letters of colour code
two[0]=<$=Copy(LowerCase('{%Color2_color%}'),2,1)$>;
two[1]=<$=Copy(LowerCase('{%Color2_color%}'),4,1)$>;
two[2]=<$=Copy(LowerCase('{%Color2_color%}'),6,1)$>;

//end configuration

if(direction==0) var num = width / gap;
if(direction==1) var num = height / gap;
color2=new Array();
color1=new Array();
diff=new Array();
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
diff[i] = two[i] - one[i];
diff[i] = diff[i] / num;
}
for(i=0;i<3;i++){
color1[i] = Math.round(diff[i] * Math.pow(10, 0));
if(color1[i] > diff[i])color1[i] = color1[i] - 1;
color2[i] = diff[i] - color1[i];
color2[i] = color2[i] * 15;
color2[i] = Math.round(color2[i] * Math.pow(10, 0));
}
x=new Array();
two[0]=0;
two[1]=0;
two[2]=0;
document.write('<table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"
width="'+width+'" height="'+height+'">');
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if(direction==0) document.write('<tr>');
for(i=0;i<=num;i++) {
if(direction==1) document.write('<tr>');
document.write('<td bgcolor="#');
for(j=0;j<3;j++) {
if(one[j]==a)document.write("a");
if(one[j]==b)document.write("b");
if(one[j]==c)document.write("c");
if(one[j]==d)document.write("d");
if(one[j]==e)document.write("e");
if(one[j]==f)document.write("f");
if(one[j]<10)document.write(one[j]);
if(two[j]==a)document.write("a");
if(two[j]==b)document.write("b");
if(two[j]==c)document.write("c");
if(two[j]==d)document.write("d");
if(two[j]==e)document.write("e");
if(two[j]==f)document.write("f");
if(two[j]<10)document.write(two[j]);
one[j] = one[j] + color1[j];
two[j] = two[j] + color2[j];
if(two[j]>15) {
two[j] = two[j] - 15;
one[j]++;
}
}
if(direction==0) document.write('" width="'+gap+'"
height="'+height+'">&nbsp;</td>');
if(direction==1) document.write('" width="'+width+'"
height="'+gap+'">&nbsp;</td></tr>');
}
document.write('</table>');
}
//-->
</script>
Note especially how the property values get used in the code.
Example: {%Width%}, {%Height%}, {%Color1_color%}, etc.
To see the exact implementation of this component, see the Components
Sample Database project.
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20.4 How to use Components:
Components can be dragged and dropped from the Images/Media panel into a
template. It can also be invoked by calling it via the eScript convention
as follows:

Where "@ComponentName" is the name of any valid component and
"PropertyValue1..PropertyValueN" is a property value.
Example:

Tip: When filling in property values, press <CTRL+SPACEBAR> to get a list
of property values.
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You can also modify the property values using the Object Inspector in the
Images/Media Panel. When making a change, remember to click the "Apply"
button (the bright red tick mark).

Note also, that any property values that are different to the default
values will be "bolded" in the object inspector.
For example, in the screenshot below, the "Width" property is bolded to
indicate the value we have entered is different to the default value.

Tip: To reset a property value back to its default, right click the
property name and you will see an option "Revert to Default: xxx", where
"xxx" is the default property value.
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20.5 The built in Encore Components:
Encore comes bundled with a set of ready to use components that you can use
in your website projects.
These components include:
System:
@BuiltWithEncore
@ChannelLinks
@ContentLinks
@Cross_Browser_Marquee
@FormValidator
@GlossaryWordScan
@GradientBar
@ImageGallery
@Last_Update
@MessageBox
@Page_Tabs
@PrevNextChannelLinks
@PrevNextContentLinks
@RelatedContentLinks
@Sitemap
@SlideShow
@Spacer
@UnderConstructionCheck
Controls:
@HTMLArea
Extra Controls:
@BackgroundImage
@CascadingMenu
@DMenu
@NewWindowPopup
@PageSlideIn
@VML3DSpinningText
Extra Controls2:
@Advanced_Calculator
@bgColorGrid
@Clock
@Date_Picker
@Finance_Calculator
@Rain
@SWFlash_Object
<**>
Note: As a convention, component names start with the "@" character. This
is to distinguish them from other templates, but is not strictly required.
However it is suggested you use this convention when creating your own
components.
For an example of how to implement components open the "Encore Components
Sample" project database.

20.6 Distributing Components:
Components can be distributed in the form of packages.
Packages are a collection of components that can be distributed as a file,
allowing the user to simply import the package, and thereby the set of
components contained therein.
For more information regarding the exporting of components/packages, see
Chapter 20.7.4: Creating a Package.
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20.7 Packages:
As stated above, packages, are a bundled set of components.
To view the list of installed packages, or to add/delete packages, click
"File|Component Packages/Themes".

The "Component Packages/Themes" dialog allows you Add(Install),
Remove(UnInstall), Preview, view the components and view package
information.
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20.7.1 Viewing Package Components:
Packages are just a bundled collection of components. To view the list of
components contained in a package, select the package in the
"Component Packages/Themes" dialog, and click the "Components" button.
This will display the "Components" dialog, which displays the list of
components for a package.

You can view the source code and preview for any of the components by
clicking on the "View" button.
Note: If the package source is marked Hidden, you cannot view the source
code for a component contained within that package, similarly if marked
Locked the source is read-only and you cannot make any code modifications.

20.7.2 Viewing Package Information:
To view additional information about a package, click on the "About" button
in the "Component Packages/Themes" dialog.

This dialog shows additional information about a package viz:
Package Name, Description, Version, Long Description, Created By, Website
Address (Package Author), Email (Package Author).
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20.7.3 Installing a Package:
To install a package, click on "File|Component Packages/Themes", then click
on the "Add" button.

When adding a package, Encore will open a "Load Component Package" dialog
that will allow you to load a package from disk or the network.
Encore Package files have the extension ".ecms.pkg".

The package will then be installed and added to the "Component
Packages/Themes" window. Note that if you need to install a package over an
existing one that is already loaded (such as a new version) you need to
first uninstall the current package, before installing the new package.
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20.7.4 Creating a Package:
To create a new package, select your components you wish to add to a
package, and then click on "File|Export Components to Package".
Then simply fill in the package details.
For example, in the screenshot below, we have clicked on the "Demo" group
in the "Components" section of the tree and then clicked on
"File|Export Components to Package" in the main menu.
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Having selected the components in your new package, you fill in the package
details as follows:

Package Name: The name of the new package.
Package Type: Pick from a collection of package types, or enter your own.
Package SubType: The underlying source type of the package.
Description: A short description of the package.
Package Version: The version number of the package.
Long Description: A detailed description of the package.
Group: This is the name of the group under which the package will be
installed.
Is Theme: Should be checked if this package is a theme.
Source Locked: If checked it will prevent users of the package to modify
its source code.
Source Hidden: If checked it will prevent users of the package to view its
source code.
Created By: Some information about the author of the package.
Unique Id: An optional value identifying this package.
Package Format: Can be either "Binary" or "Text". Defines how the package
source code gets saved to disk. Note the "Binary" format is the recommended
format as it requires less disk space than the "Text" format, but the
"Text" format is useful to modify/debug packages outside of Encore.
Website: The website address of the author of the package.
Email: The email address of the author of the package.
Description: A short description of the package's author.
Disabled: If checked then this package will be disabled.
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The "Components" tab of the "Create Component Package" dialog lists the
components that make up this package.

Clicking "OK" will save the package and prompt you to select a location to
save the package to.
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21. Themes:
Themes are specialized templates that Encore uses to define a website.
Example, when you select a theme, your entire website will conform to the
look and functionality of that theme.
Encore comes with 6 themes pre-installed, which can be used to create a new
website project, or alter the look of an existing website.
Encore currently has the following themes available:
- Blank Project:
- Citrus
- Gilla2
- Industrial
- Purple Haze
- Sinorca2
You also have the option of creating your own themes, using themes from
third party developers or downloading additional themes from our website.

21.1 How a Theme works:
A theme is nothing more than a collection of templates that conform to a
certain look and feel. Most of a website's look can be duplicated into a
theme and packaged for others to use. The theme will include templates for
index and detail level page templates for channels, as well as any images,
stylesheets, etc. that the theme requires.
The current active theme code can be accessed in the main tree in the
"Components|(Active Theme)" node.

21.2 Installing a Theme:
Themes can be installed in one of two ways.

21.2.1 Installing a Theme via the "Install Theme" dialog:
Copy the theme file, example "ThemeSinorca2.ecms.pkg" to your "Themes"
folder, which is located below the main Encore installation folder.
Then click on "File|Install Theme..." to display the "Install Theme"
dialog. You will then have the option of selecting the theme you wish to
install.
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When you click on different themes, a short description and a screenshot of
the theme will be displayed on the right hand side.
To select a theme, click the "OK" button.

21.2.2 Installing a Theme via the "Component Packages" dialog:
Click on "File|Component Packages/Themes". This form will show you all of
the current packages and themes currently installed.
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The purple icons represent themes and the yellow icons represent packages.
To add additional packages/themes, click on the "Add" button, then browse
to a package/theme file and install.

21.2 Making a Theme active:
To activate a pre-installed theme, click on "File|Install Theme", and then
activate the theme you would like to use.
After you install a theme, you will be presented with a "Global Channel
Template Replace" dialog. This will allow you to re-assign any template at
a channel level, to the templates of the theme.
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Note: When installing a theme into a pre-existing project, you will need to
re-assign your channel index and detail templates to that of the new theme,
you can do this using the "Global Channel Template Replace" dialog.
For more information, see Chapter 13.7: Global Channel Template Replace.
Finally, have a look at the screenshot below, showing the "Bobs Auto World"
sample database with the "Sinorca2" theme applied.

21.3 Creating a New Theme:
Creating themes so that you can export it as a package and load it into
other projects or share it with others is very similar to creating
component packages.
For more information please see Chapter 20.7.4: Creating a Package.
However please keep these additional steps in mind.
Note: When making a Theme Package make sure that the main template in the
theme is named the same as the theme/component group under which the
template is stored in the "Components" node on the main tree.
If for example you have a main template called "Sinorca" then its component
group must be named "Sinorca" too. All other components/templates that need
to be part of the theme must all have the same component group name.
To add an optional preview image or screenshot to your theme, then create
it as a local image in the theme's main template and name it
"_PreviewImage_". This image can be any graphic extension, such as ".gif",
".png", ".jpg", etc. The image dimensions should preferably not exceed
256x200. You can also set its Visibility flag to "Disabled" to prevent the
preview image from also being published when using the theme.
Finally when creating the theme, in the "Create Package" dialog, make sure
the "Is Theme" checkbox is checked. After a theme is created, copy the
package to the "Themes" folder, to allow it to be used in new projects.
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22. Locations Setup:
Locations are the physical location where your project gets published to.
Targets can include FTP sites, Intranets, Pre-publishing servers, etc.
Encore supports multiple locations, and allows you to select a location at
publish time.
Encore will always have a default location that will be used when you do a
local publish. The default location cannot be deleted and it defaults to
the "Output" folder in your Encore installation directory.
When you do a full publish you will have the option of choosing which
location you wish to publish to.
For more information, see Chapter 16: Publishing Your Project.

22.1 Creating a Location:
To create/edit/delete a location click on "File|Locations Setup".

This will launch the "Locations" dialog which will list the current
configured locations.
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To add a new location, click on the "Add" button, then configure your
location as required using the "Add New Location" dialog. This dialog
contains two tabs, the "Location" tab and the "FTP Details" tab.

You name your location and can give it a short description. The "Group"
option is a handy way of grouping certain locations.

Host Name: The FTP address for the location.
Host Port: The port on which to connect (default is 21)
Use Passive Mode: If checked then a passive connection will be made.
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Login Name: The login name for your ftp location.
Login Password: The password to use when connecting to your ftp location.
Remember Password: If checked, Encore will use this password every time,
else, you will be prompted for your password.
Upload Directory: The root directory for Encore to publish the files to.
Test Connection: This will test your connection so you can determine if you
have configured the location correctly.
Show Trace Info: If checked, Encore will display a window showing in detail
all of its ftp operations on the location.
Preview Website/URL: This address will be used to show you the "live"
effects of the publish, i.e. your live website.
Go: Will open the "Preview Website/URL" in a browser window.
Disabled: Will disable this location, but not delete it. If disabled,
Encore will not publish to this location.
Note: If "Do File Copy" is checked then, the new location becomes a normal
publish to file location and gets configured differently:
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22.2 Publishing to a Location:
To publish to a location, press the "Publish" button on the toolbar
press "Shift+Ctrl+F9", or "Publish|Publish" on the menu.

,

You will then be presented with a "Publish" dialog, where you can select
the required location for the publish.

While publishing, a publish progress dialog will be displayed, you can
click "Cancel" at any time to abort the publishing process.
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During the FTP upload, an FTP upload progress dialog will be displayed.
This dialog shows you the progress of the FTP upload process as well as a
connection trace.
You also have the option of viewing which files are marked for upload by
clicking on the "Files" button.
You can cancel the FTP upload by clicking "Cancel"

For more information about FTP publishing, see
Chapter 16.2: Configuring your FTP Location(s).
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23. Multiple Targets:
Encore supports "Multiple Targets" in terms of getting the same content
into different output formats, eg. Website, WAP or Intranet for example.
These templates will have the same id and name, such as "MainPage" but the
template's html code might be more simplistic for the "WAP" version than
the "Website" one (i.e. different versions of the same template).
At publish time, by simply selecting the 'WAP' target this will
automatically use all the WAP related templates, all without having to
manually change all the pages to call WAP specific templates. Similarly by
selecting the 'Intranet' target will automatically use the Intranet related
templates.
So if you want to create multiple looks for your website, simply design
multiple targets with different looks and feels and decide which one to
use.

23.1 Creating Targets:
To add/edit/delete targets, click on "File|Targets Setup..."
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To add a target, click the "Add" button. To edit/delete a target, click on
the target and then click either "Edit" or "Delete".
The "Set as Current Target" button, sets the selected target as the
"active" target. Then when you publish your project, templates assigned to
this target will be used.
Note: You cannot delete the "Primary" (Default) Target.
When you click the "Add" button, you can add a new target and setup its
configuration.

Simply enter a name and description for the target. You can disable a
target by clicking on the "Disabled" check box.
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23.2 Assigning Templates to different Targets:
Click on the "Detail" tab of a template, then assign the target for this
template by using to drop-down list on the top of the form.

Note: Any template without a target assigned to it, will use the default
target.
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23.3 Activating a Target:
To activate a target, open the targets dialog, select a target, and click
"Set as Current Target". Now when you publish your project, only the
templates/channels assigned to this target will be published.

Tip: You can set a "default" target by selecting a target, and then
clicking on "Set as Current Target". The default target will than have the
word "(Default)" appended to its name as well as have a green arrow
pointing to it.
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24. Multiple Language Support:
With Encore, you can create websites that support a multitude of languages.
Also, using our upcoming stand-alone Content Editor, you can easily
translate from one language to another using a split-screen interface.
First you configure the languages you wish to support, then when you add
articles, you can add your article in any language you have configured.
You also have the option of using a spell check dictionary for the language
you are editing in.

24.1 Configuring Languages:
To add/edit/delete languages, click on "File|Languages Setup..."
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To add a language, click the "Add" button. To edit/delete a language, click
on the language and then click either "Edit" or "Delete".
The "Set as Current Language" button, sets the selected language and the
"active" language. Then when you publish your project, only the
content(articles) for that language will be published.
Note: You cannot delete the "Primary" (Default) Language.
When you click the "Add" button, you can add a new language and setup its
configuration.

The "Details" tab lets you enter the name, short name and description of
the language. You can also stipulate if the language is to be read from
right-to-left and assign the language to a group.
The "Properties" tab lets you set some language specific properties.
You can disable the language by clicking the "Disabled" checkbox.
When you have finished, click the "OK" button. Your new language will then
be added.
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24.2 Adding Content (Articles) for a specific
Language:
For each article you create, you can add a version of the article for every
language you specify. When editing an article, the content of the article
always gets assigned to the primary(default) language.
However, you can use the "Languages" drop-down to add a version of that
article for any of your configured languages.
For example, lets add a German version of a motoring article in the "Bobs
Auto World" sample project.
Open the article "BMW vs. Mercedes". You will then see the English(default)
version of the article. Now lets try and add a German version of the
article.
Click on the "Languages" drop-down and select German. Then click on the
"Add Content"

button to add the German version.
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You are then presented with an "Add Content" dialog, allowing you to add
the article in the selected language, in this case, German.
Since our German is not that great (excuses to our many German friends), we
will just fill in some rudimentary data.

Notice how in the dialog caption, the language ID gets displayed, in this
case: "LangID: 3".
Note: This is the German version of a pre-existing article.
Once completed, press "OK".
Tip: Use the "Edit/View content" button to edit/view an article that has
already been entered for a certain language.
Use the "Delete content" button to delete an article that has already been
entered for a certain language.
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24.3 Setting the Current (Publish) Language:
Once you have entered content for the different languages, you can publish
the language version for the website you require.
So if you now make German the active language, all of the articles with
German version content will be published.
The first thing you need to do is make German the active language. To do
that, open the "Languages Setup" dialog, with "File|Languages Setup..."
Then select "German" and click "Set as Current Language"

Now, when you press publish, all the German articles will get published.
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Notice, that since we only created one German article, that is all that
will be displayed.
Now, when you click on the more link, the result will look as follows:

With multiple language support, you can create a website in multiple
languages, and in combination with "Multiple Targets" you can publish and
upload as many flavors of your website as you desire.

24.4 Split-screen functionality:
In our soon to be released stand-alone "Encore Content Editor" (which will
be an accompanying editing tool for Encore aimed at end users), you will
have the option of editing multilingual articles via a unique split screen
interface.
Have a look at the screenshot below to get an idea of how it will work.
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25. Using Encore to Create HTML Help Files:
Encore allows you to easily create Windows HTML Help Files (.chm) either by
converting your website designed in Encore into a help file or using Encore
as a dedicated Help Authoring tool, while still giving you all the advanced
features of a CMS.
Encore will automatically create all the auxiliary files needed by the
Microsoft HTML Help File Compiler in-order to create a HTML Help File.
Note: Creating HTML Help Files is a feature of CMS Encore Pro Standard
Edition or higher only!

25.1 Indicating that you want to Create a Help File:
Before creating a HTML Help File in Encore, first set the menu item
"Publish|Create HTML Help File".

You may also set the "Publish|Inline First Help Topic" to make the first
help topic (usually "Home") inline (i.e. same level) as its first sub
topic.
The "Publish|Capture Help Compiler Output" setting indicates that the
output from the Microsoft HTML Help Compiler should be captured to its own
status window, so that you can verify the output status messages for any
errors, else the HTML Help Compiler will be executed and return
immediately, without being able to examine any status messages that it
might have returned.

25.2 Publishing/Creating the Help File:
Do a regular Publish To File
File.

or Publish

to create the HTML Help

25.3 Viewing the Output:
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To view the generated help file click the "View Output" button.

Above is output of the "Bob's Autoworld" sample database when generated as
a HTML Help File.
Note: The Index keywords for the "Index" tab of the help file are also
automatically generated, only requirement being that the keywords are
specified in the "Keywords" field in the Add/Edit Content dialog.
See Chapter 15: Adding Content (Articles) for more information.

Note: The generated .chm file is stored by default in the "Output" folder
just below your application folder where Encore was installed.

Tip: Making a help file of your web project is an easy way of distributing
your website as a single file that can be distributed via CD or
downloadable for clients or any interested parties with full searching
capabilities which a help file gives you.

Note: Encore can generate context sensitive help files, i.e. when pressing
the F1 key in your application you can make it go to a specific topic in
the help file.
Encore maps the Article's Content_Id to the HelpContext value. Please
examine the auxiliary files generated by Encore in the Output folder to see
how these are mapped in your specific help file.
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25.4 How we used Encore as a Help Authoring Tool:
From the previous section we have shown you how easy it is for Encore to
turn a website into a HTML Help File, but Encore can also be used as a
dedicated HTML Help Authoring Tool. As can be seen below we used Encore
ourselves as a Help Authoring tool to create the Encore Help File.

The screen above shows the Encore Help File being editing and published
directly in Encore. The links and text for the main categories of the help
file on the front page have also been automatically generated from the
channel names and their long descriptions (using the FOREACH statement and
eScript code). We can easily hide/disable or re-order certain sections and
the category text, display order, links, etc. will automatically be updated
accordingly as well.
With the power of the Encore CMS publishing engine behind HTML Help File
Authoring creating help files has never been this versatile.
end.
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